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Model constructed by P. B. Edwards’ Section of St. John’s Market in the Liverpool Central Area Development.
The selected structure is shown in the bottom two photographs—the top two show some earlier schemes.

@bituar
MR. P. WEFRING
It is with deep regret that we have to report the death of
Peter Wefring, on the 20th April.
He joined Scott & Wilson in June, 1949. Previously he had
worked in India with British firms and it was during this
phase of his career that he met and became friendly with
Dr. Wilson.
Norwegian by birth, Peter was a member of our Institution
of Civil Engineers and of the American Society of Civil
Engineers. He had wide knowledge and experience of heavy
constructional works, especially bridgework, but in later years
his greatest interest was in advanced structural analysis and
preliminary studies of projects. In this field he did much
valuable work for the firm, notably on the Blantyre-Limbe
Water Supply, the new Limposa Bridge and Hong Kong
Harbour Bridge and, during the past two years, he made
valuable contributions to the Joint Committee on the form
ulation of methods for the design of rigid multi-storey steel
frameworks.
Much of Peter’s work was done in the background directly
with the Partners. It was typical of him that he never
desired nor sought any credit or publicity and that in his
unassuming way he set an outstanding example of service
and absolute loyalty to the firm.
In recent years, as the firm grew in size, comparatively few
members knew Peter well and realised that his quiet manner
concealed unusual talents. He was a fine amateur pilot and
maintained his own plane until ill-health in 1956 forced him
finally to give up solo flying. Before then, Peter’s solo flights
(usually arranged at the last moment) to visit his son and
relatives in Norway and to various other European countries,
provided continual interest and often alarm to his friends,
and the utmost pleasure to Peter himself.
In private life he seemed destined to bear more than a fair
share of bad luck. He began to suffer ill-health in 1956 and
the death of his second wife so soon after their marriage was a
blow from which he seemed never quite to recover and,
early in 1961, his own health began finally to break down.
Nevertheless, he continued to bear everything with fortitude
and to command the affection and respect of all who knew
him. It can truly be said that with his death we lost one of
the most gentle and kindly of men.
F.M. B.
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P. A. Green on being elected Associate Members
of the Institution of Civil Engineers, and to
D. Goodyer on being elected Associate Member
of the Institution of Structural Engineers.
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MICHAELMAS

shad no idea what was “cooking” when
I was asked to go and help out for four
months in Nigeria, in October, 1957.
Indeed, as a family man, I felt rather shamefaced
at my enthusiasm for going off into the blue for
so long but it is extraordinary how a ‘s feet
start to itch after a spell of conventional London
Office.
I forget how 1 got to Lagos, but I suppose it
was on a B.O.A.C. Stratocruiser via Rome and
Kano. What I do remember is, after a day or
two of hot, steamy, flat Apapa, being told about
a project in the Cameroons and being asked if
I would like to get going on it. Arrangements
had already been made to fly me from Kaduna
with a Government official in a small chartered
plane to a remote earth landing strip near Belli
in the Cameroons, where Ron Hedges and more
Government officials would be awaiting us.
Nobody had more than a vague idea as to what
was involved but it was of political significance
to connect up a vast undulating grassy plateau,
not yet surveyed or photographed, but shown on
general maps of West Africa as Mambilla, with
the Northern Region of Nigeria. It was known to
be at about 5,000 feet elevation, but its northern
edge was an undefined, steep, thickly-wooded and
unexplored escarpment several thousand feet
high. The French Cameroons lay immediately
to the west of it, while its southern boundary was
a deep, wide valley through which flowed the
River Donga. Some 165,000 head of cattle were
said to graze over it, attacked fairly frequently
by lion and more or less cut off from the rest of
the country because of a complete absence of
communications.
Ron showed considerable surprise when I
emerged from the Piper Apache at Belli after an
uneventful flight, for he did not know that I was
even in Nigeria. Overlooking the airstrip, on a
hillock several hundred feet high, was the
District Engineer’s bungalow, where the Govern
ment officials stayed, while Ron and the pilot and
I occupied a caravan halfway down, joining the

others for meals in the house. I remember that
on the floor of one of the rooms was the really
magnificent skin of a lion which the D.E. had
shot only a short way from the house.
During the ensuing four or five days we made a
number of interesting flights along the escarp
ment and over the plateau, flying very low at
times to get a better view of the terrain and
taking a number of colour photographs. The
rains were still on and we had to select our times
for flying rather carefully. Even so, it was
distinctly bumpy. We could see that the escarp
ment was a truly formidable obstacle and we
were clearly going to have great difficulty in
finding a way up it, suitable for heavy transport.
The only similar route of which I had any
personal knowledge was the narrow road up
Zomba Mountain in Nyasaland. I pictured that
this would have to be something like that one,
operated on the clock system, half-an-hour for
traffic up and half-an-hour for traffic down. Yet,
somehow, this looked much more forbidding
than Zomba, partly, no doubt, because it was
covered in thick vegetation. Practically every
where the gradients steepened precipitously near
the summit, so that although a reasonable way
could be envisaged up the lower slopes of several
valleys, it was impossible to find any obvious
Gee, it was tough!
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The Escarpment

route along the upper part and our minds turned
towards the idea of tunnelling through it,
although we realised that this would probably
make the road prohibitively expensive. Never
theless, our terms of reference ensured that the
road went up somewhere along this northern
section and that there was no point in exploring
further afield. The reason for this was that the
road had to connect northwards and the only
existing road leading to the foot of the plateau
from the north lay in this area. Furthermore, the
village of Mai Samari lay near the northern rim
of the plateau and was one of the essential places
through which the road had to pass.
Having ascertained beyond any doubt that
there was no obvious way up the escarpment and
that the next step would have to be a detailed
reconnaissance on foot, the “flying expedition”
broke up. The Aircraft Operating Company of
Johannesburg already had an aircraft based on
Yola carrying out an aerial survey of that part.
Government agreed to divert their activities to
include early photography of the escarpment and
Plateau. Ron and one official were flown to Yola
in the Apache to make the necessary arrange
ments before returning to Kaduna, while the
other officials and I waited in Belli for the return
of the Apache and then flew direct to Kaduna.
This was a slightly eventful flight, as we did not
leave Belli until mid-afternoon and halfway back
found ourselves among rather fierce electrical
storms which we preferred to circumnavigate.
We then lost our way, failing to recognise the
terrain below and not carrying any radio or other
navigational aid, while the aircraft continued to
execute certain involuntary vertical movements,
chiefly registered by our stomachs. We had to
admit to a certain feeling of relief when, as the
light was beginning to fail, the pilot picked up a

No.

landmark and we were enabled to find Kaduna
just before dark. I fancy I specially enjoyed a
beer with Ron that evening. He was about to
go to the Union of South Africa on leave and had
agreed to visit Air Operating Company’s offices
in Johannesburg to ensure that the photographs
were made available at the earliest possible date.
I think that we were also considering the pos
sibility of carrying out ground control to obtain
a contoured map, but this was not proceeded
with.
The next immediate step was to report back to
Lagos and make arrangements to visit the
Plateau on foot. Government had agreed to
make a Landrover available in Yola, together
with an interpreter and an official to deal with
labour for the journey up the mountain and, if
necessary, on top. Within a week or so I flew
up to Yola and, with the help of the two Nigerians
collected sufficient food and equipment for a
preliminary visit to the Plateau. It had already
been made clear to us that the only food available
on top was milk and possibly eggs and chicken
in the villages, so I had to be sure to procure all
other things necessary in Yola before setting out.
As all the other members of the party were
Nigerian, their needs were somewhat different,
but all European requirements had to be pur
chased here as there was no other certain shop
ping centre for the next 300 miles. A great help
at this time was the Provincial Engineer, Bob
Runnacles, who not only supplied a Landrover
and survey equipment but, with his wife and
family, offered hospitality and was able to fill in
gaps in my knowledge of the country and people.
At this time the Air Operating Company’s
team were waiting for a cloudless day to carry
out their aerial survey for us and invited me to go
with them. This seemed a good idea, as it WoLIld
On the Plateau
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give me yet another bird’s eye view (even from
22,000 ft.) of the area and also make doubly
certain that they included all the terrain required.
Almost immediately after this flight we set out
for Mambilla.
Seventy miles away round
Jalingo, we were in the territory of the Pagans,
short people wearing little or nothing when
young and only skins or leaves when adLilt. Once
we stopped at one of their roadside markets
where hundreds were milling about bLlying and
selling yams and cassava. The young blonde
District Officer was talking to them and he told
me that he was rather concerned as he had found
signs of what looked like a type of Mau Mau.
He took me over to where three people were
sitting on the ground. They had wounds on
their upper arms which were apparently self
inflicted in order to draw blood, which was then
mixed with native beer and drunk (when I show
this slide to visitors at home my daughters always
say with glee: “Tell them about the blood,
Daddy.”).
For the next four or five hours we journeyed
southwards along quite good laterite roads until
we came to the River Taraba. Here the Ministry
of Works was building a bridge. This was not
complete and we had to be poled across the
river on a pontoon raft not much bigger than the
Landrover standing on it. At the other side was
the Construction Camp and a Government Rest
House, where I stayed that night. All that is
provided at these more remote places is a room
and a latrine. Bedding, food, light and even
water have to be provided by the visitor, though
the latter is usually available nearby. This place,
incidentally, was Belli, where the already-men
tioned D.E. and landing strip are, and here we
took on a cook.
Next day we moved on soon after daybreak
and, after two or three hoLirs of travel, we came
upon a new road in course of construction and
had to make numerous slow diversions over very
temporary bridges. Here, also, we met a new
form of “music while you work”; five locals
playing five different instruments while the rest
of the company were hard at it. After the new
road was a small track with bush clearance only
at its side in preparation for a continuation of the
road. In one place a large tree was being
extracted and we had to drive through the
excavation around it. Long before we reached
Serte the track had become very primitive.
We found the young and cheerful Mambilla
District Officer at the Serte Rest HoLise, discus
sing with a visiting doctor steps to be taken to

9

deal with many cases of river blindness, a com
plaint that is prevalent round this part, caused
apparently by a certain fly eating into the optic
nerve. He was able to give information about
tracks and wild life and general local colour, bLit
on the subject of a likely place for getting a road
up the escarpment he was silent.
After lunch we set off on the last leg of the
journey to the foot of the mountain, along a
track where grass was often two to three feet high
in the middle. As a matter of fact, we did not
go to the foot of the mountain that night but to a
small village called Mai Selbe, about a mile from
the end, where we spent the night. Even here
was a Rest House, used bLit rarely and mainly by
the DO, in his travels around his area. We noted
in the Visitors’ Book that British botanists were
the last to visit the Rest House only a short while
before, but there were very few entries over the
previous two years.
The Nigerian accompanying us to deal with
labour problems was of great help here, collecting
six or eight stalwarts to carry our food and
equipment up the mountain. There were a few
palavers, bLit by nine o’clock next morning we
were ready to move off and had very soon
motored to the foot of the mountain where the
track ended in a turning circle. After unloading
the vehicle, we ordered the driver to take it back
to Mai Selbe and wait there for further instruc
tions.
The foot track up the escarpment was well
defined and, for the first hour, our journey lay
through fairly thick bush and woods, but it
became progressively more grassy and open. The
whole climb took about five hours, including
short, hourly stops. Approaching the summit,
the grass was getting longer and longer, until it
was taller than myself, and I anticipated that my
chief difficulty would be one of vision. The DO.
down in Serte had mentioned this, adding that
it would not be dry enough to burn for another
six weeks. It was a coarse grass with stalks over
a quarter of an inch thick near the ground and
closely spaced so that you had to force your way
through it—a slow process.
Once over the rim of the escarpment, the route
lay on a gentle slope down to the rolling plateau,
where the long and short grasses were intermixed.
By this time, the party was strung out over a mile
or more, the boys in front being anxious to finish
the trek and drop their loads rather than wait for
those behind. We had climbed aboilt four
thousand feet and the air was distinctly less hilmid
and hot. In fact, the improved conditions acted
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down in Serte had mentioned this, adding that
it would not be dry enough to burn for another
six weeks. It was a coarse grass with stalks over
a quarter of an inch thick near the ground and
closely spaced so that you had to force your way
through it—a slow process.
Once over the rim of the escarpment, the route
lay on a gentle slope down to the rolling plateau,
where the long and short grasses were intermixed.
By this time, the party was strung out over a mile
or more, the boys in front being anxious to finish
the trek and drop their loads rather than wait for
those behind. We had climbed aboilt four
thousand feet and the air was distinctly less hilmid
and hot. In fact, the improved conditions acted
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like a tonic and spurred us all on to our goal, the
village of Mai Samari, sitting on the slope of a
hill, with its Rest House of half-a-dozen round
mud huts with grass roofs at the top end. Here
the carriers thankfully dropped their loads and
sat down, awaiting payment. I had been told
by Government officials back in Yola that natives
in this part of the world would not accept paper
money and also that it was apt to get eaten by
ants, so I had had to bring a special box full of
shillings and pennies in which all our worldly
wealth was stored. This was now placed in one
of the huts and handfuls of coin taken from it to
pay the carriers and buy milk, eggs and chicken.
Shortly after our arrival the interpreter came
up to say that the PlateaLl Headman would be
visiting the village that afternoon and would like
to have a “palaver” with me. He turned out to
be an exceptionally pleasant and lively man,
keenly interested in our activity and in the
possibility of getting a road up to and across the
Plateau. His misfortune was in having something
wrong with his back so that much of his travelling
was done sitting inside a sort of canvas tent which
was carried by half-a-dozen boys.
Well before that first day at Mai Samari was
over, the word had gone round the village that
we were carrying a first-aid box and, in the late
afternoon, a couple arrived at the Rest House
with horrible open wounds in their legs which I
proceeded to wash, disinfect and bandage. This
seemed to be a good way to show the villagers
that we were well-disposed towards them but 1
had to make it clear that I was no doctor and the
dressing of wounds was about my limit! Just as
well I did, for next day the dressings alone took
the best part of an hour, one man bringing
That same
his son about eight miles for it.
afternoon, too, a young man called Tata, having
treatment for a sore arm, said that he and about
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six others were the only Christians in a sea of
Moslems, that they had no church but wor
shipped in a house and could I please get some
bibles sent out when I returned to civilisation,
ending with the rather extraordinary question:
“Can you please tell us when Christmas is this
year’?” (On return to London I was able to get
the British and Foreign Bible Society to send out
bibles in Hausa, but I have never heard if they
arrived safely.).
The object of this preliminary visit to the
Plateau was to get some idea of the general con
ditions there and how we were going to tackle a
fLill reconnaissance when the aerial photographs
were available. t’Jaturally, I had hoped to be
able to walk along the rim of the Plateau and
look down the escarpment in the hope of seeing
some fairly obvious way for the road. This hope
was now completely dashed because of the long
grass and the most that I could hope for was to
stand on high ground near the rim and survey
the scene all around through binoculars. The
Rest HoLise itself was fairly high up but too far
back from the rim to be able to see anything of
the escarpment.
We made one expedition to a small hill about
one to two miles from the track, from which it
seemed certain that no road could be got up the
mountain round there. This was one of the
most exhaListing days that I can ever remember,
pushing the eight to ten foot grasses down step
by step up a steepish gradient, in the hot sun.
It finally convinced me that there was absolutely
no point in retLirning to the Plateau for a full
reconnaissance until the grass was dry enough to
burn.
The village headman informed us that when the
Germans had possessed this Plateau they had
mined tin up here and had built a track down the
escarpment suitable for pack horses. It had
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fallen into disuse and become overgrown but he
knew its route so that we could easily investigate
it later on. Apart from this there had never been
any road up here and it seemed to me that there
was little point in looking for a suitable route,
even where the grass was short, until we had
examined the aerial photographs with a stereo
scope and knew exactly where the villages lay
that had to be connected.
The cattle range over the Plateau in herds
controlled by the “Borora” or “cattle-people”
who are of Fulani origin, and Fulani women are
frequently seen carrying calabashes of milk on
their heads. The only wild life we saw on the
Plateau were some deer and wild pig. Lion and
leopard inhabited the woody regions on the
escarpment and made sorties from there on to
the Plateau or the plains below in search of
food.
On return to Yola in the Landrover, I took the
first aircraft back to Lagos and carried on with
other work for the next month, waiting for the
grass to dry and the aerial photographs to arrive.
This took me on an interesting trip to Zaria and
Kano. Later on I flew back to Yola and met
Andy Kelhm, who now continues the story.
*

*

*

Not often in these modern days does one have
the chance of a job savouring of the old pioneer
ing days. So, when it was suggested that I join
Zach on a venture to seek out a road route
through the mountains of the Cameroons, there
could only be one reply.
Arriving at our Lagos Office, I found that
Zach had gone ahead on a reconnaissance of the
coLintry and to organise an air photo cover, for
there are no maps of the area. My first job
apparently was to collect everything needed for a
three-month stay in the bush and transfer it all
by Landrover to Yola, 1,200 miles away. Food,
medical supplies and survey gear had to be
packed into 40 lb. headloads and racks were
built on the car wings and roof to take petrol,
car spares and survey poles. This was, along with
an African assistant (Hygenus by name), of
course, far too much for the poor old Landrover,
and many food boxes had to be sent by train and
various lorries, to reach us weeks later.
The first stage of the journey was uneventful
except for some “kindly” advice to take a short
cut which, after some 10 or 2’) miles, obviously
had not been used in years. For the next 20
miles we had to search for the track and push
flat the 10-foot-high grass with the bonnet. Then
a rickety old timber bridge gave way as we

crossed; we nose-dived and my nose got pushed
into the windscreen by the food cases at the back
of my neck. Deciding it might be years before
any other driver was daft enough to come this
way to help us, we got to work, changed a buckled
wheel and somehow got the car out.
Later, when back on the road, a front spring
broke on the terrific surface corrugations. (it’s
about time some enterprising young engineer
earned himself ‘fortune by discovering a cure
for this menace of corrugated roads.) A van

stopped to help. Talking with the driver, I found

that his brother, from whom I had a letter in my
pocket, was one of my best friends in Nyasaland
days—and the brothers had completely lost touch
with each other for many years!
We picked up Zach at Yola, together with a
cook, interpreter and many gallons of petrol—a
tricky load on bad roads. And for the last 40
miles it needed two trips across thick bush and
dry river beds with half-loads and the car mostly
in low gear ratio. When the track ended alto
gether we were faced with the most formidable
part of the job—a steep rocky and forested
escarpment of 4,500 feet. How to get all our
gear to the top and to Mai Samari village 10
miles away? TrLtncheon in hand, a policeman
sat on the bonnet as we turned back to some
small villages of naked, pagan and very primitive
people. Jumping off, the “copper” ran and
collared any men he could and press-ganged them
to come immediately and no arguing. Many
fled but he got enough for the job; the nearest
thing to slavery I’ve ever seen!
After the hot, sweaty plains and the long, steep
climb, the Plateau is really grand country, a
world of its own of rolling downlands; cool, dry
and free from mosquitoes. A few—very few—
villages, and large herds of cattle attended by
nomadic families of Fulani tribesmen. Glorious
walking country—the snag being that most of our
work was not here but over the edge of that
wretched and grim escarpment, for the whole
scheme depended on finding a possible route up
this four thousand-odd feet.
The first important job was to get rid of the
10 ft.-high grasses and we had to set fire to large
areas of them on the upper levels of the escarp
ment. At night you could see these grass fires
sweeping along the edge of the Plateau, leaving a
charred and blackened trail behind them, but
enabling us to walk and observe, which we could
not do before. But you can guess how we looked
after a day of walking
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not do before. But you can guess how we looked
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of the escarpment, looking down always hoping
to see the ideal route unfold below. At any
possibility we pitched camp, which meant the
building of grass huts. This was accomplished
by setting up a wooden framework consisting of
young saplings which the boys chopped down in
the valleys, and covering these with bundles of
the long grass tied into position with strips of
bark from the saplings. The roof was a large
tarpaulin that we had brought up. We had no
beds after the first week; the camp beds bought
in Lagos were too frail and soon collapsed. The
following days were spent investigating the lie of
the land and checking gradients with abney level
and heights with aneroid. Sometimes if it was
late we would sleep out rough, with a big fire
going all night to scare away any stray lions
(there were plenty around; we heard them often
but only saw one) or the much more dangerous
bush cow—a type of buffalo. There was always
an African hunter with us as guide and guard,
for not only was it easy to get hopelessly lost in
deep valleys and high grass, but one could run
into trouble with these animals. Armed with his
bow and quiver of poisoned arrows, he was a
much better bet than our shot gun. We were
able to augment the rather monotonous larder
with guinea fowl, antelope and wild pig. Very
tasty, but sometimes we had qualms; what does
happen to the snake-venom poison on the arrow?
At one place we were told that there was a rogue
lion about which had been wounded by one of
these arrows—an unpleasant thought.
Trekking across the Plateau was much easier
and more comfortable. In the early morning
carriers would be recruited from the village to
head-load our kit to the next port of call, plus a
donkey or two to carry the heavier loads. At
.joLlrney’s end they each had to be paid off with
an inky thumbprint as a receipt in the cash book.
The cash book looked (and the girl in the Lagos
office who had to work it out said it was) a mess!
We slept in village mud houses or built huts of
plaited grasses; later we acquired a couple of
hike tents. Approaching a village we would be
met and welcomed by the headman, often with
an exchange of presents. In the evening the sick
and lame would queue up for treatment; headache
or tummy palaver, ulcers and leprosy, sick babies
and pregnant mothers—we got them all. Four
commodities cured nearly everything—Elasto
plast, Dettol, Aspro and Andrews. At the end
of our route lay the village of Gembu. Here
lived two Government types, a district officer in
charge of the pagan villages, and an agricultural
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officer teaching them to grow coffee (and good
coffee, too) as a cash crop. The pagans are the
original p2ople of Nigeria, driven up into the
mountains by various invading tribes through the
centuries. Even up here they are overlorded by
the conquering Fulani, the nomadic cattle-rearing
tribe. The snag with the coffee is that it all has
to be head-loaded out the way we came in.
Crossing the wide and 1,500-foot deep valley
of the Donga River and twelve miles on, one
comes to a little American settlement—an
American missionary and his wife who had been
there over 7 years. But this is the end of the line
from the South, for they come in from Bamenda.
There were problems. Money for instancehave you ever tried to lift £100 worth of pennies
and shillings? It is mighty heavy. Food was a
problem, too. I remember having to live several
days (and walk 40 miles) on nothing bLLt bananas
and avocado pears. Opening up the box of
4 doz. tins of sausages, every tin turned out to be
cocktail sausages! They make a ghastly break
fast. Another member of the firm came up to
join us. “Got all your kit?” we asked. “Yes,
everything.” “Hope yoLI’ve brought plenty of
grub”. “Food? No, I didn’t know I had to
bring that!” A list of one month’s supplies, with
cheque enclosed, was hurried down by runner
(no, the cleft-stick is oLit of date now; he carries
a haversack). Our car took it back to our
nearest European neighbour on the plains, who
took it in his car to the M.O.W. camp. There it
went on the next lorry to Yola, thence by air
mail to the nearest shop at Jos—over a 600-mile
journey. Three weeks later a runner found us
with the reply; “Dear Sir, we appreciate your
esteemed order for foodstuffs. We note that you
have altered the date on the cheque (enclosed)
Continued on page 22.
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Surfing
by Toni Baxter
Photographs

ven England, tucked far away from the
sweep of the warmer currents, and sheltered
for the most part from the Atlantic swell,
has some good surfing beaches. The one that
immediately comes to mind is Watergate Bay,
just north of Newquay, where long rollers poLind
on a sandy beach.
The thing to look for in selecting a surfing
beach is a sandy spit with long, curling roller
coming in on it from way out to sea. The long
spit allows the oncoming water and waves to
move in perpendicular to the beach arid the
outflow to form rips on either side of the spit.
The direction of these rips can easily be detected
by the broken water above them and the dis
ruption they cause on incoming water. Where
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the rips move away in diverging directions is the
best place to bathe; if they move in the same
direction there is usually a strong cross rip.
Even those rips which are usually thought to
be dangerous are helpful if used in the correct
way. The rip is only a flume for the large amount
of water being thrown on the beach by the wave
action and this flume directs this water back to
the open sea again. They are LiSually narrow and
very strong, but provide the ideal means of
transport to get out to the “break” or point where
the waves should be caught. The surfer, then,
swims to this strong current and allows it to
escalate him to the deeper water. Once the
break, the point where the waves start to curl
and pick up their white foam, is reached, the
surfer swims across the strong current (at right
angles to the current) into the still water. The
most suitable position will depend upon the
beach but is usually about half-way between the
diverging rips.
The selection of the right wave is the next
problem. The first thing is that it mLlst be a
large wave and this can be picked when on top
of the swell and looking out to sea. One wave
will appear to stand higher than the rest and this
is the wave selected. Next, the wave must curl
and not dump. The curling wave flows smoothly
and carries the body beachwards but a dumper
not only turns the body through myriads of
acrobatics but also intermixes it with grains of

A fett clays afer this is published. Tout
Baxter till! he on his tray to Jordan to assist
Ron Hedges and Peter Erricige in a sur rev fir
the So/i to Aqaba High tray in Jordan. (Ton,
tells us that the route rvi/l be “rt’itln,r il/ic—
shot distance” of the Israe!i Borde,-). Engaged
on the 21st August, Toni is to he n,arried on
the 22nd September and lea t’es furr Jordan on
the 25th with his bride—runiour has it that
they are Ii :ner’mooning in A 1/lens en route.
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break, the point where the waves start to curl
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angles to the current) into the still water. The
most suitable position will depend upon the
beach but is usually about half-way between the
diverging rips.
The selection of the right wave is the next
problem. The first thing is that it mLlst be a
large wave and this can be picked when on top
of the swell and looking out to sea. One wave
will appear to stand higher than the rest and this
is the wave selected. Next, the wave must curl
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sand drawn tip from the bottom and has the
habit of making the surfer wonder just when the
next breath of air is coming. Dumpers can be
picked just before the wave breaks, in which case
a backward movement of the arms (breast-stroke
fashion in reverse) will allow the wave to crash
on in its turmoil while the surfer rides safely in
the swell behind. The dumper does not curl and
roll down on itself but overtops and crashes
vertically downward and this can be seen on the
very peak of the crest just before the main wave
forms.
The next part is the most difficult of all and
even the most experienced of surfers needs to get
into practice again if he has had a holiday from
the sport. On a ]arge wave the inclination is so
steep that the downward pull of gravity tends to
cause the body to slip down the slope. In addi
tion, the forward motion of the wave propels the
body horizontally so that, in fact, its position on
the wave remains unchanged. The larger waves
are easier to catch than lolling, lazy waves.
The swimmer treads water about half of a
wave-length behind the break. Treading water
maintains the body floating until the trough
preceding the selected wave reaches the swimmer.
This is the time to begin swimming towards
shore. As the swimming commences the legs
will rise naturally towards the surface of the
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water. The wave is moving forward faster than
the swimmer at this stage so the swimmer finds
that as he nears the top of the wave his legs are,
in fact, above the level of his head. This is the
correct position. If it has been jLldged correctly,
the swimmer’s head will be a few feet ahead of
the wave as it breaks and the arms, with two
powerful strokes, are then folded into the sides
and the back hunched to a position somewhat
like that of a porpoise. The head should then
break through the front of the wave of its own
accord and by lifting it a little the surfer can
breathe and see very clearly.
Anything up to 20 ft. of a green moving slope
of water lies below and in front and the surfer
seems to be continually slipping down this slope.
The surfer, once on this wave, should be able to
continue right to the “dry” sand of the beach,
hundreds of yards away.
Coming in with this speed, the sLirfer usually
finds many of the more timid types paddling in
the shallows and throwing themselves in front of
small waves, expecting to be carried forward.
They have no regard for this torpedo coming
shoreward and expect as much respect as a
starboard tack or a sailboat from a motor
vessel. Luckily, the fast-moving surfer can con
trol the direction of travel easily. By dropping
the right shoulder a little the sLirfer will move
to the right—by dropping the left, to the left.
For a feeling of speed the surfer usLially oscil
lates about the wave front, trying to maintain
/2 times the forward velocity of the waves, by
dropping each shoulder alternately.
Now for a word about the dangers of surfing.
At first the surfer usually finds the remainder
of the populus gathered far away in the “littoral”
zone. Being alone, the surfer should be a good
swimmer and able to swim to safety if need be.
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Secondly, a dumper can cause quite some
damage to a fit body if it is caught. I have been
dropped by a dumper about 15 feet on to almost
dry sand of a sand bank and it was only a good
forward roll that allowed me to escape with
nothing worse than a very stiff shoulder. Thirdly,
the surfer must not panic if caught in a rip.
Never swim against the current but always at
right angles to it, and the still water will soon be
reached. If swimming in mLlch warmer waters,
there are other dangers such as sharks, bluebottles and Portuguese men-of-war, which can
cause considerable pain if they happen to sting,
and jelly fish.
Although the body alone is the best and most
common method of surfing, other helps are used.
One is the surfboard. This is normally about
15 feet to 20 feet long, about 18—20 inches wide,
and about 6 inches deep. It is constructed of
plywood over light frames. It is usually well
constructed and airtight so that it is “pumped”
up with a bicycle pump before taking to sea.
This only ensures its water-tightness and per
haps gives a slight buoyancy. The rider kneels
upon the board and pulls both arms past the
side of the board—which is usually designed to
his armpit width—to propel the board forward.

5

The board goes out well behind the break as it
can pick up motion on the swell as well as on
the break. Once the board picks Lip speed, the
rider stands up and steers by tilting the board.
Moving the weight on to the right foot turns the
board to the right. It has been known for some
riders to come in standing on their heads. One
rider used to take his dog in on the bow.
The surf ski is a little shorter, Llsually 12 to 15
feet long and usually 24 to 30 inches wide and
6 inches deep. It is constructed in a similar
fashion to the surfboard. Two leather loops
placed forward form hooks for the feet and the
rider sits on the board and uses a canoe paddle to
move the ski. It is called a ski because the bow
is sharply turned tip like that of a ski. Coming
in, the rider can use the paddle as a rudder, sit
and steer by altering the position of the body’s
weight, or stand as on the surfboard.
The surf boat requires a crew of foLir and a
skipper on the long stern sweep. They are about
20 feet long: lightly but strongly constructed,
and with bow and stern of the same shape. They
are rowed out, rising almost vertically as they
pass through a large wave, and can catch a shoot
much further out than any other form. Once
Continued on page 22.
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Judge’s Steward

The Art of Packing
by R. V.

do I feel qualified to voice my
opinions on this subject? The answer
is that during the past six years of
married life it has been our lot to change our
abode a very considerable number of times. (In
fact, the number of moves which we counted up
doesn’t bear committing to print!) And necessity
breeds invention. I should point out that these
moves involved the shifting of our lighter goods
and chattels and did not inclLlde furniture. But
hat a lot of chattels we have!
When my wife and I first ventured abroad we
took the easy way out by engaging a firm of
professionals. They advised us to have every
thing placed in one single large crate, and we
were foolish enough to let them have their way.
All went well at our home port and also at our
destination, Lagos, where there were cranes of
sufficient strength to lift the crate and drop it
(literally, of course) into the delivery lorry. When
the lorry arrived at our house, the driver (the
sole occupant) seemed reluctant to take the place
of the harbour crane! EventLlally it was off
loaded by “slide and bump’S method, and this
was when we sustained the majority of the very
few breakages we have had on our travels. Prior
to our next move this crate was remade into three
pieces, but even these were Linmanageable.
Thus it was that the idea evolved of the pur
pose-made packing crate of convenient pro
portions, with hinged lid and intended for
continLial use. The hinged lid avoids the constand knocking in and out of nails and the
resulting damage to the timber. It also makes
it easier to carry out last minute adjustments to
the contents, which one often finds is necessary.
The crates should be of such a weight that they
can be conveniently handled by four men, or
moved for short distances by two. They should
be narrow enough to pass through an average
doorway, as it is often convenient to pack or
unpack inside the house. A suggested size is
4 feet long by 2 feet wide by 1 foot 6 inches high
(oLitside dimensions), weighing in the region of
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2 to 3 cwt. when full. I should warn that if it is
made much longer you have not a packing crate,
but a coffin! It may be advisable to have one
crate specially dimensioned to contain some
particularly bulky object which cannot satis
factorily be sent as a separate package. Hard
wood is probably the best timber for the con
struction due to its relative lightness for strength.
Overseas it is often no more expensive than
softwood and there is also the possibility of
re-using the timber at home later on for other
pLirposes. Rope handles are generally the most
satisfactory type and locking should be by
padlock. An inside lining of building paper is
useful. Crates are sometimes enclosed in a
timber lattice frame for protection, but I have
found it more convenient to surround the crate
with a stoLit rope, which must be well secured
against theft. For ease of recognition and to
lessen the risk of separation, it is a sound policy
to paint all the crates externally with some dis
tinguishing pattern (might I suggest mal-de-mer
green with pLirple hatching?) The owners’ name
and permanent address, for those who have one,
ShoLild be clearly printed on the outside. Partic
ular destinations can be shown on the labels.
The art of filling a crate resembles a jig-saw
puzzle, in that there is ideally one place and one
place only for every object. Before commencing
to pack it is essential to have everything to be
packed on display. In general, the heavier objects
should go in first. It can only be hop2d that the
crates will remain upright and not put standing
on their heads during transit. Large and awk
ward-shaped articles such as folding chairs, table
lamps, etc., must secure their places early. The
filling should be brought up evenly, levelling-off
the surface across the width of the crate as
frequently as possible (“consolidate in 4 in.
layers”). No space can be wasted and every
opportunity must be taken of packing small
articles inside larger ones and using other tricks
and dodges. Full use should be made of the
Continued on page 30.
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he words “Flower Show” conjure up for
most of us a vision of the quiet rustic
scene, with mammoth marrows and lei
sured discussions on the merits and de-merits of
“organic” and “chemical”. It was therefore with
little thought that I allowed myself to be per
suaded on to the local Flower Show Committee.
Looking back, I realise that this was the point of
no return.

I had been given a collection of dahlias some
time previoLisly by my old friend “Norman”, on
the understanding that if they did well I would
enter the Show. At that time the Show was in
the comfortable future, promises easily made,
and, I hoped, forgotten. It was with a bit of a
shock that a fortnight before the show, when
Norman came to look at the garden and was full
of praise, that I remembered my promise. Too
late, I realised that I had swallowed the bait,
hook, line and sinker. There was no denying,
Norman had a way with him and I found Show
day dawning with six classes entered in my
name.

I had cut the blooms the night before, under
his supervision, and I must say that I was secretly
proud of my first efforts.
“Staging” was the next hurdle. This is a very
special art and consists mainly of placing the
chosen blooms in a “vase or container to be
provided by the Society” in such a way as to
make them look twice as good as they really are.
Many newspapers are required for this operation;
first stuffed into the vase to raise your blooms
precious inches above those of your competitors
and then stuffed between the stems to fan the
blooms out.
“Fix them so that every centre looks straight at
the judge”, said Norman. It seemed that my
blooms each had its own idea as to where the
jLldge would be. However, despair generates its
own special courage and I marched to the show
bench and defiantly placed my entries one by one
in their respective classes. It was then that I
noticed for the first time something that has

invariably happened when showing.
Those
blooms that were so large and fair in the garden
suddenly seemed to shrink and wilt. Competi
tors have since told me that this happens to them
also, but on that first day it was a body blow and
only the steely gaze of Norman prevented me
from creeping home with my blooms unjudged.
“Dress your blooms before you leave them,” he
hissed and, seeing my uncomprehending gaze,
proceeded to demonstrate the gentle art. His
huge gnarled hands seemed Linsuited to the task
but deftly, systematically, and with infinite
patience, every tired back petal and each one
damaged by insects was removed until I was
afraid no bloom would be left to be judged.
“Put the petals in your pocket’S. he ordered.
“Judges look for tip-off’s like that. What the
eye doesn’t see, eh!” T nodded dumbly, com
pletely out of my depth.
I eyed a particularly fine vase of delicate shell
pink blooms. Norman followed my eye. “Stick
your cerise vase bang up against that one,” said
Norman. This seemed to invite unnecessary
comparison but I did as I was bid. Immediately
an extraordinary change came over the exhibits.
The cerise blooms seemed to freshen and attain
an inner glow, whilst the shell pink blooms faded
to an unattractive, tatty pink that gave the
impression of being past their best. “More to
showing than just growing,” said Norman. “By
the way”, he added, “You will act as Judge’s
Steward, O.K.?” “O.K.”, I echoed, without the
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vaguest idea of what this entailed. Norman read
my thoughts. “Nothing to it, old chap”, he
said. “Just follow the judges and stick prize
labels on the exhibits as they judge each class”.
As an afterthought, he added: “Very instructive.
You can learn a lot by watching the points that
they consider. You might find where you have
fallen down.” He permitted himself a slight
smile, the significance of which I was to learn
later.
There were two judges, one of whom seemed to
specialise in flowers and the other vegetables.
They were entirely different in character. “Veg”
was the ruddy complexioned, rose-in-buttonhole
type, smelling vaguely of the farmyard. “Flowers”
had obviously strayed straight from Throgmorton
Street, striped trousers, bowler and all. He had
a rather sad and disapproving air and a pair of
spectacles through which he seemed perpetually
to have trouble in focusing his gaze. I met
them at the door and ushered them to Class One.
“Three Large Decs.”, intoned “Flowers”, and
straight away picked up my vase. My mind
raced on, “Winner first time”, it seemed. “Why
do people enter stuff like this?” “Flowers” said,
addressing nobody in particular and more in
sorrow than in anger. Words of explanation
sprang to my tongue, only to be stifled by the
last-minute instruction from Norman. “Never
discuss exhibits with the Judges, especially if you
are showing in that class”. Now I remembered
Norman’s quiet smile and saw only too clearly
where the sting lay. “Veg” did not reply but
glowered at the blooms as if they offended his
sight. I found myself sticking prize labels on
the first three winners and trying at the same time
to catch the muttered remarks of the judges, who
had moved on to the next class.
“Weak Neck”, “Green Eye”, “Back’s gone”,
“Shallow Bloom”, “Thrip”—vague phrases
reached my ear and then they were looking at my
vase. “Doris Day”, said “Flowers”. “That’s a
good old ‘un”. It seemed to me that the emphasis
was on “old” rather than “good”. “Hm”, said
“Veg”, his pencil prodding the back of the
blooms, “a good old plucked ‘un, you mean!”
I hastily looked down to the floor and, sure
enough, I had pulled out the plucked petals from
my pocket with my handkerchief. After that it
was just a repeat of the first class.
Next came small poms, and here I had high
hopes, for even Norman had found little to do
to improve them. “Nice set”, he had said, which
was praise indeed. The judges seemed equally
impressed; even “Flowers” showed some anima
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tion, viewing the blooms from every angle and
at length pulling out a blackened pipe from his
pocket and fumbling, as [thought, for matches.
However, he then produced what looked like a
monocle without a lens, on a long rod, and
solemnly passed the ring over each bloom in
turn; abruptly he returned his pipe to his pocket
and unceremoniously dumped my exhibit back
on the bench. This procedure was repeated with
several other entries and then, as if by mutual
consent, both jLldges started scribbling on several
entry cards, including mine. This time I must
have won something. The judges moved on to
the next class. 1 could hardly wait to look.
First, Second, Third and, on my card, N.A.S.
I searched my prize label book. H.C. for Highly
Commended, V.H.C. for Very Highly Com
mended, but no N.A.S. Ashamed of my ignor
ance bLit determined to score what success was
due to me, I asked the judges to elLicidate. “Not
According to Schedule!” roared “Veg”, speaking
loudly and slowly as though to an imbecile.
Continued on page 25.

Trophies Galore
Mr. F. M. Bowen gained a First Prize in the
National Rose Society Autumn Show for an
exhibit of a Bowl of Twelve Roses. This class
was open to amateurs from the whole of the
United Kingdom.
*

*

*

On three successive week-ends in midsummer
this year, Mr. F. M. Bowen had the following
successes at Flower Shows:—
(a) Seven first prizes plus the cup for roses.
(b) All the four trophies awarded for roses
plus the National Rose Society medal for
the best bloom in the show.
(c) Again, all the trophies (three CLIpS and a
medal) awarded for roses plus the National
Rose Society medal for the best bloom in
the show.
To round off the fortnight, the Osborne Silver
Gilt Trophy for Scented Roses was awarded to
Mr. Bowen at the Royal Windsor Show.
*

*

*

W. E. Grainger made a fine start in the Dahlia
season by winning the medal for the best vase of
dahlias in the Green-Street-Green Horticultural
Show on the 18th August.
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Zealand consists of two main
islands and a number of smaller ones,
together making up an area slightly
larger than that of Great Britain.
The few prominent mountains in the North
Island are all of volcanic origin and the highest is
the 9,175 ft. Mount Ruapehu. While Ngauruhoe,
the third highest North Island mountain, is still
active and occasionally throws out a bit of hot
ash or lava, Ruapehu is a little more subdued and
provides unique facilities for mountaineers and
skiers. Usually its crater lake is at the right
temperature for a warm swim, although some
times the water becomes icy cold or boiling hot.
In winter the snow-covered slopes of these
moLintains are excellent ski-fields, but they do
not provide very much climbing for the serious
mountaineer.
Having thus dismissed the North Island peaks
—I am a South Islander—let us turn to the more
interesting South Island.
The South Island is approximately 500 miles
long and the Southern Alps run almost the
entire length of the island, close to the west
coast. To the west the Alps descend quite
steeply in a series of bush and snow-covered
ranges to a narrow coastal plain. (The term
“bush” describes a type of semi-tropical forest
consisting of large forest trees and thick under
growth.) East of the main divide the mountains
extend some 30 miles towards the Canterbury
Plains. forming what are commonly called the
“foothills”. About midway along the Southern
Alps is the highest peak in New Zealand, Mount
Cook, 12,349 ft. high, called by the Maoris
“Aorangi”, meaning “Sky Piercer”.
A road runs into the Mount Cook area and it
is 90 miles further north to Arthur’s Pass where
another road crosses the Alps. Between these
two p&nts, into what is the main climbing area,
access is only from high country sheep runs on
the east and a coastal road on the west, so
mountaineers must be prepared to tramp long
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distances. Apart from the mountains themselves,
this dimculty of access to the peaks near the main
divide has the greatest influence on New Zealand
mountaineering.
Tramping, however, is a popular pastime and
most climbers are introduced to the mountains
in this way. Tramping can mean anything from
hill walking to trans-alpine trips which give
experience in river crossing, traversing high snowcovered passes, and route finding in Westland’s
bush and gorges. The only trans-alpine trip I
have done included three crossings of the main
divide and we reached civilization on the west
coast 45 miles and 4 days after entering the
mountains on the east side.
Unfortunately, there are quite a few fatalities
resulting from river crossings and everyone who
goes into the mountains must learn when, where
and how to cross rivers. These generally flow
quite swiftly over gravel beds, although they may
be only a few feet deep. T was once in a large
party crossing a river in which we could hear the
warning sound of boulders, 6 to 12 inches in
diameter, knocking together as they were rolled
downstream. Five of the party had a ducking
and lost ice-axes because they could not keep
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vaguest idea of what this entailed. Norman read
my thoughts. “Nothing to it, old chap”, he
said. “Just follow the judges and stick prize
labels on the exhibits as they judge each class”.
As an afterthought, he added: “Very instructive.
You can learn a lot by watching the points that
they consider. You might find where you have
fallen down.” He permitted himself a slight
smile, the significance of which I was to learn
later.
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sorrow than in anger. Words of explanation
sprang to my tongue, only to be stifled by the
last-minute instruction from Norman. “Never
discuss exhibits with the Judges, especially if you
are showing in that class”. Now I remembered
Norman’s quiet smile and saw only too clearly
where the sting lay. “Veg” did not reply but
glowered at the blooms as if they offended his
sight. I found myself sticking prize labels on
the first three winners and trying at the same time
to catch the muttered remarks of the judges, who
had moved on to the next class.
“Weak Neck”, “Green Eye”, “Back’s gone”,
“Shallow Bloom”, “Thrip”—vague phrases
reached my ear and then they were looking at my
vase. “Doris Day”, said “Flowers”. “That’s a
good old ‘un”. It seemed to me that the emphasis
was on “old” rather than “good”. “Hm”, said
“Veg”, his pencil prodding the back of the
blooms, “a good old plucked ‘un, you mean!”
I hastily looked down to the floor and, sure
enough, I had pulled out the plucked petals from
my pocket with my handkerchief. After that it
was just a repeat of the first class.
Next came small poms, and here I had high
hopes, for even Norman had found little to do
to improve them. “Nice set”, he had said, which
was praise indeed. The judges seemed equally
impressed; even “Flowers” showed some anima
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mended, but no N.A.S. Ashamed of my ignor
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loudly and slowly as though to an imbecile.
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Zealand consists of two main
islands and a number of smaller ones,
together making up an area slightly
larger than that of Great Britain.
The few prominent mountains in the North
Island are all of volcanic origin and the highest is
the 9,175 ft. Mount Ruapehu. While Ngauruhoe,
the third highest North Island mountain, is still
active and occasionally throws out a bit of hot
ash or lava, Ruapehu is a little more subdued and
provides unique facilities for mountaineers and
skiers. Usually its crater lake is at the right
temperature for a warm swim, although some
times the water becomes icy cold or boiling hot.
In winter the snow-covered slopes of these
moLintains are excellent ski-fields, but they do
not provide very much climbing for the serious
mountaineer.
Having thus dismissed the North Island peaks
—I am a South Islander—let us turn to the more
interesting South Island.
The South Island is approximately 500 miles
long and the Southern Alps run almost the
entire length of the island, close to the west
coast. To the west the Alps descend quite
steeply in a series of bush and snow-covered
ranges to a narrow coastal plain. (The term
“bush” describes a type of semi-tropical forest
consisting of large forest trees and thick under
growth.) East of the main divide the mountains
extend some 30 miles towards the Canterbury
Plains. forming what are commonly called the
“foothills”. About midway along the Southern
Alps is the highest peak in New Zealand, Mount
Cook, 12,349 ft. high, called by the Maoris
“Aorangi”, meaning “Sky Piercer”.
A road runs into the Mount Cook area and it
is 90 miles further north to Arthur’s Pass where
another road crosses the Alps. Between these
two p&nts, into what is the main climbing area,
access is only from high country sheep runs on
the east and a coastal road on the west, so
mountaineers must be prepared to tramp long
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distances. Apart from the mountains themselves,
this dimculty of access to the peaks near the main
divide has the greatest influence on New Zealand
mountaineering.
Tramping, however, is a popular pastime and
most climbers are introduced to the mountains
in this way. Tramping can mean anything from
hill walking to trans-alpine trips which give
experience in river crossing, traversing high snowcovered passes, and route finding in Westland’s
bush and gorges. The only trans-alpine trip I
have done included three crossings of the main
divide and we reached civilization on the west
coast 45 miles and 4 days after entering the
mountains on the east side.
Unfortunately, there are quite a few fatalities
resulting from river crossings and everyone who
goes into the mountains must learn when, where
and how to cross rivers. These generally flow
quite swiftly over gravel beds, although they may
be only a few feet deep. T was once in a large
party crossing a river in which we could hear the
warning sound of boulders, 6 to 12 inches in
diameter, knocking together as they were rolled
downstream. Five of the party had a ducking
and lost ice-axes because they could not keep
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their footing even when supported by ropes from
both banks. Some of us, however, crossed quite
easily using the “pole” technique. Four or so
link arms and, gripping each other’s ice-axes
horizontally in front of them to form a con
tinuous “pole”, shuffle their way across the river,
using the upstream man as a breakwater. Points
to remember in river crossing are to slide your
feet along the bottom, to carry your pack with
only one shoulder strap on so it can be jettisoned
qLlickly and, of course, always avoid the upstream
position.
On a long climbing trip a party may spend two
or three weeks in the mountains and the loads
carried may be qLlite heavy. A pack weighing
50—60 lbs. is usual and one weighing 70 lbs. is
not uncommon. Because of this, a great deal of
attention is paid to the weight of items carried.
Party equipment and food is carefully weighed
and distributed so that each person has the same
weight initially and also during the trip as the
food is eaten. On long trips a pressLire cooker is
ILSually carried because the weight of the fuel it
saves is greater than its own weight. In any case,
I think that dehydrated meat is only just edible
even when cooked in a pressure cooker! Personal
equipment is also cut to a minimum and some
people even cut the handle off their toothbrush!
Air-drops (for those who can afford them)
have made packs lighter and extended the time
parties can stay in the moLintains. These, how
ever, have disadvantages, as they are dependent
on the weather, and I know of one case where a
pilot dropped supplies to the wrong party!
In recent years the development of the art of
snow-caving has made it unnecessary to carry
tents in some areas, although a snow shovel is
reqLlired instead. To make a snow cave a tunnel
2.

From the summit of Mt. Franklin,
Mt. Rolleston in the centre.

—
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is dug into a suitable snow slope and a chamber
formed at the end. If the tunnel slopes up
slightly heat is not lost and a correctly domed
roof does not drip; a hole made in the roof with
the shaft of an ice axe provides ventilation. One
disadvantage is that you cannot tell what the
weather is like outside.
For some, tramping is only an introduction to
mountaineering, although it continues to be a
prelude to nearly every climb. Most people start
their climbing on the lower peaks north of the
Mount Cook area or in the foothills. These
hills are up to five or six thousand feet in height
and in winter are a good training ground for snow
and ice climbing.
It was on a peak in this area that I had my first
climb on snow, and a valuable lesson on ava
lanches. We realised later that the chap who was
leading the climb was not nearly as experienced
as he claimed to be, and he led us on to a slope
that was a text-book example of where to expect
a wind-slab avalanche. With a sharp crack, the
snow on which we were standing moved off
downhill. Fortunately, it was a small one and
only inconvenient, for the ride down hardly
compensated for the climb back up!
North of Mount Cook the peaks of the
Southern Alps provide good rock climbing in
slImmer and autumn, with snow and ice climbs
in late winter. The first two photographs were
taken in the Arthur’s Pass area in mid-summer.
Some of the ridges on 7,543 ft. Mount Rolleston
are very interesting climbs, both in winter and
summer, but I think a climb of the Otira face is
one of the best rock climbs I have had. This
face, shown in photograph No. 2, is over 2,500 ft.
high and qLlite exposed, but consists of firm, safe
rock for the whole of its height.
It is near Mount Cook that the finest climbing
in New Zealand is found. The seventeen moun
tains in New Zealand over 10,000 ft. in height are
in this area, and over a distance of 40 miles there
are only two gaps in the main divide under
7,000 ft. in height. The Mount Cook National
Park covers an area approximately 40 miles by 10
miles and more than one-third of this area is
made up of permanent snow and glacier ice. The
Tasman Glacier is the largest, and is 18 miles
long, averages 2 miles wide and 6 miles from
its terminal face is 700 ft. thick. In its upper
reaches the Tasman moves at 2 ft. per day but it
slows down towards its snout. To the west of
the main divide in the Westland National Park,
the Franz Josel and Fox Glaciers, both about 8
miles long, descend from 8,000 ft. to about 700 ft.
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Because huts are relatively low, most climbs
tend to be long. To climb Mount Walter we left
about 4.30 am, and returned to the hLIt at about
9.30 p.m., and as usual had nothing to eat in
between except some chocolate and a few hand
fuls of the inevitable scroggin (sultanas and
peanuts); on this day we almost climbed
another snow peak, having to turn back
just below the summit, and this made the climb
longer.
The highest New Zealand peaks do not yield
easily to mountaineers and, although they are
lower in height, climbs on them compare favour
ably with climbs in the European Alps.
George Lowe, a member of the recent BritishRussian expedition to the Parmirs, has written:
“10,000 ft. around Mount Cook
is roughly
the equivalent of the 14.000 ft. Matterhorn in
Switzerland, or the 20,000 ft. peaks of the
Himalayas, where the snow line begins a good
deal higher than in New Zealand’s mountain
areas”. Whether this is true or not, the MoLint
Cook area seems to provide a good training
ground for the Himalayas, and New Zealand
climbers have met with considerable success
there. Sir Edmund Hillary is the best known
example, but many other New Zealanders have
their names written into the history of Himalayan
climbing.
Several people in the office have asked me why
I have climbed. When searching for an answer
many memories come back—the frozen stillness
of the early morning with snow peaks gleaming
dully in the starlight—crampons biting into
glacier ice and the mountains tLlrning from the
cold white of the dawn to a warm pink—climbing
in the sunlight above a layer of clouds—exhilarat
ing glissades off lower peaks. Or, in the morning
...

1
3.

Crevassed slope in Mt. Cook area.

above sea level. This is the lowest altitLlde of
any glaciers outside the Arctic and Antarctic
circles.
The climbing season in the Cook area is quite
short, for soon after the winter snows consolidate
and the days become long enough, crevasses open
up on the routes to the high peaks. I have only
had two trips into this area and have not climbed
any of the mountains over 10,000 ft. On both
occasions our objective was the 10,421 ft. high
rock peak, Malte Brun, but each time we were
too late and it had already received its winter
glazing of ice. Instead, we had to be content
with lesser mountains and on the second occasion
we climbed a 9,800 ft. snow peak. The third
photograph was taken on this climb and shows
the problems that have to be faced even on low
peaks at the end of the season. This was in late
February, after a winter exceptional for its lack
of snow, and earlier on, or in the normal season
in February, this would be a continuous snow
slope.
The fourth photograph is the view from the
summit of Mount Walter. The Tasman Glacier is
to the left and the highest peak is Mount Cook,
12 miles away along the main divide.

4.

From the summit of Mt. Walter looking
towards Mt. Cook.
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tinuous “pole”, shuffle their way across the river,
using the upstream man as a breakwater. Points
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feet along the bottom, to carry your pack with
only one shoulder strap on so it can be jettisoned
qLlickly and, of course, always avoid the upstream
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50—60 lbs. is usual and one weighing 70 lbs. is
not uncommon. Because of this, a great deal of
attention is paid to the weight of items carried.
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and distributed so that each person has the same
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food is eaten. On long trips a pressLire cooker is
ILSually carried because the weight of the fuel it
saves is greater than its own weight. In any case,
I think that dehydrated meat is only just edible
even when cooked in a pressure cooker! Personal
equipment is also cut to a minimum and some
people even cut the handle off their toothbrush!
Air-drops (for those who can afford them)
have made packs lighter and extended the time
parties can stay in the moLintains. These, how
ever, have disadvantages, as they are dependent
on the weather, and I know of one case where a
pilot dropped supplies to the wrong party!
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is dug into a suitable snow slope and a chamber
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slightly heat is not lost and a correctly domed
roof does not drip; a hole made in the roof with
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disadvantage is that you cannot tell what the
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For some, tramping is only an introduction to
mountaineering, although it continues to be a
prelude to nearly every climb. Most people start
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hills are up to five or six thousand feet in height
and in winter are a good training ground for snow
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It was on a peak in this area that I had my first
climb on snow, and a valuable lesson on ava
lanches. We realised later that the chap who was
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as he claimed to be, and he led us on to a slope
that was a text-book example of where to expect
a wind-slab avalanche. With a sharp crack, the
snow on which we were standing moved off
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North of Mount Cook the peaks of the
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high and qLlite exposed, but consists of firm, safe
rock for the whole of its height.
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are only two gaps in the main divide under
7,000 ft. in height. The Mount Cook National
Park covers an area approximately 40 miles by 10
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its terminal face is 700 ft. thick. In its upper
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rock peak, Malte Brun, but each time we were
too late and it had already received its winter
glazing of ice. Instead, we had to be content
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after several strenuOLls days, the sweet sound of
rain on the roof of the hut and then the mist
rising slowly out of the valleys when the rain has
stopped. Climbing is satisfying in many ways;
the successful application of technique to over
come an obstacle, the forcing of a tired body to
the summit, the unfolding of the view as you
climb higher, and the rare sense of team spirit
that exists between people joined by a rope.
But, to be fair, there is another side—frozen
hands scraping snow from handholds on steep
rock—returning cold and wet over a high pass in
a snow storm—stumbling through wet bush at
night with a heavy pack cutting into tired
shoulders.
The other day I climbed to the top of Ben
Nevis. It was not particularly strenuous; there
was no technical skill reqLlired, and there was
nothing to see except the inside of a very wet
cloud, and yet I enjoyed it. So perhaps Mallory
was right, after all, and we climb mountains just
“because they are there”.
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the shoot is caught, the crew move aft to keep the
bow well out of the water and one of the crew
usually gives a hand on the sweep. The boats
are very lightly built and must not be allowed to
run aground on the sand so, at the last moment,
the skipper will order out number one and two
of the crew—i.e., the two forrard hands. They
have to jump overboard and prevent the board
from running aground. This is no mean effort
in a fast-moving surf boat.
A common sight on the Australian beaches is
the surf patrol. These bronzed “Atlases” enter
tain the girls who are nearby but when danger
lurks it gives one great security to see them spring
to action. The belt and the reel are so placed
that a man can don the belt without changing his
pace in a sprint and be in the surf swimming
toward the person in difficulty in a twinkle of an
eye. The signal of a person in danger is an arm
held straight up above the head. They also go
out in the surf boat after sharks when the alarm
is given and generally keep the beaches in
“surfable” condition.
1 shall be pleased if this small article has
enthused some to try this daring sport of surfing
and not paddle in the shallows with a rubber
“lilo’ which they call a “surf-board”. It was
Masefleld who said: “I must go down to the seas
again”; but what a waste if the surf is not used.
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1-I lG H LIVING—continued fiv,ii page 12.
and only initialled the alteration. Please put
your full signature and return to us and the goods
will be forwarded immediately.” Ah well, we
lived, and the local foods, yams, milk and wild
honey strained through mosquito net were not
too bad
Both Zach and I ran into trouble after some
weeks, due to the sharp ends of the burnt grass
stalks and our wearing of shorts instead of
troLisers. A stalk more like a young bamboo
went right into my leg and was very painful until
it healed. Our legs were covered in scratches and
a hostile bug must have entered an open scratch
in Zach’s leg and caused it to swell with poison.
After hopping around with a stick for a time, he
was carried down the mountain (I think he said
Saturn was descending also!) on a chair lashed
to some young saplings on the heads of eight
stalwarts and driven back to the nearest doctor
at Yola, 300 miles away. However, before this
took place, a lone, tough, bearded figure strolled
into our camp one day; Ian Williams had been
sent up to help us out. How he had travelled and
found us camped out far from anywhere is a
mystery, but we were certainly delighted to see
him. After this, several visitors came to see us,
including Mr. Johnston and Roy 1-lodgen.
As the work drew to a close, so the rains drew
nearer. With two days’ work left, the rains broke
All our
with tremendous thunder storms.
carriers and helpers demanded to be paid so that
they could dash home to dig their gardens. With
much palaver, we managed to get them first to
carry our gear down the 10 miles to the car in
the night and the rain. They had returned by
dawn, were paid, and immediately set off at a
fast walk for their villages, some nearly 50 miles
away. Our car driver was ordered to get out
before he bogged down at one of the many river
crossings and to wait for us when he reached the
road.
Carrying rucksacks, Ian and I and HygenLls
followed, going down via our newly-discovered
road route, and trLldged off for three days, sur
veying as we went. After spending two very
uncomfortable wet nights as we crossed the
plains, we found the car 35 miles away and
safely back on a road. After four months and
1,100 miles of walking, it was great to get back
to Yola and such luxuries as hot baths, arm
chairs, a bed and beer.
So ended a rather unusual and very interesting
and enjoyable job.

A Holiday in Nigeria
by I’I. N.

L
e
2
re will you spend your next leave?
On the Continent: to Brussels, Zurich,
Munich or Nice? Or even in America
or Australia? Suppose you try somewhere else,
so different, and some 4,000 miles off? I mean
somewhere in Africa, to the west coast: to Nigeria,
a British creation, an approximately rectangular
stretch of territory growing into the continent
from the Gulf of Guinea and divided into three
greatly unequal regions by Rivers Benue and
Niger (native ancient name Kwora). With a
population of over 40 million, Nigeria is the most
densely-peopled part ofAfrica. In area it is about
four times the size of the British Isles (and yet her
weather is far less complex than that of these
small islands!) Her peoples are simple and gay
in their own way and with their new-won freedom
are already transforming many parts of the
country into vast oases of civilisation. Consult
ants, such as Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick and
Partners, are contributing in this transformation,
and what a gratification to see a faithful interpret
ation of your drawing-board sketches so far afield.
As indicated above, Nigeria is a vast Nation
and in this short article it will only be possible to
mention a few important places that will be of
interest to a visitor. Perhaps I might mention at
this stage that politically Nigeria is a Federation
with three regional capitals: Enugu for the East,
Ibadan for the West and Kaduna for the North.
The Federal Capital is Lagos, on the western
coast. In addition to an extensive roads system,
there are facilities for rail travel from the coast
through the Eastern or Western Region to the
North. There are also internal air services which
are particularly useful in speeding mail. Con
siderable stretches of the Rivers Benue and the
Niger are navigable. The principal produce of
the regions are cocoa in the Western Region,
palm oil, coal and crude petroleum in the East,
while the main produce of the Northern region
are groundnuts (peanuts or monkey nuts) and
cotton fibre. Nigeria is the world’s greatest
producer and exporter of groundnuts.

Nwosu

London to Nigeria by air takes under 12 hours
and the ‘plane will probably touch down at the
international airport at Kano, in the Northern
Region. Assume this to be the starting point of
your excursion. You have just flown over the
Sahara Desert and are now in a city both ancient
and modern and with a population of 130,000,
once a commercial centre for trans-Sahara trade.
An obvious spectacle is the camel, that mighty,
rugged animal that was once the sole means of
transport across the desert. Poor thing; he
could not cope with the demand of the presentday market and has been beaten to it by modern
means of transport. Other objects of interest
are the groundnut pyramids waiting to be cleared
by road or rail down to the coast for shipment;
the Central Mosque (a Moslem Cathedral), and,
of course, the airport. But you will want a
souvenir; then go into the ancient city market
for varieties of local leather work, carvings and
dyed cloth.
From Kano you move southwards by train
through the savana or grassland, a distance of
129 miles, to Kaduna, the capital of Northern
Region, a town of recent growth on the banks of
the River Kaduna, one of the principal tributaries
of the River Niger. Kaduna is 2,116 ft. above
sea level and apart from being the administrative
centre of the region, has a thriving textile industry
covering a floor space of 4- acres under one roof.
So many development activities are in hand, and

The author of i/us article is a Nigerian
graduate of the Zaria College of Technology
which is affiliated to the University of London
through i/ic University of Ibadan. He has
been with the firm since January, 1961, his
visit to this countri’ being sponsored by the
Nigerian Govern,,ient. Michael Nn’osu ni/I
be joining the Nigerian Ministri’ of Works
when lie returns home at the end oft/us year.
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after several strenuOLls days, the sweet sound of
rain on the roof of the hut and then the mist
rising slowly out of the valleys when the rain has
stopped. Climbing is satisfying in many ways;
the successful application of technique to over
come an obstacle, the forcing of a tired body to
the summit, the unfolding of the view as you
climb higher, and the rare sense of team spirit
that exists between people joined by a rope.
But, to be fair, there is another side—frozen
hands scraping snow from handholds on steep
rock—returning cold and wet over a high pass in
a snow storm—stumbling through wet bush at
night with a heavy pack cutting into tired
shoulders.
The other day I climbed to the top of Ben
Nevis. It was not particularly strenuous; there
was no technical skill reqLlired, and there was
nothing to see except the inside of a very wet
cloud, and yet I enjoyed it. So perhaps Mallory
was right, after all, and we climb mountains just
“because they are there”.
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the shoot is caught, the crew move aft to keep the
bow well out of the water and one of the crew
usually gives a hand on the sweep. The boats
are very lightly built and must not be allowed to
run aground on the sand so, at the last moment,
the skipper will order out number one and two
of the crew—i.e., the two forrard hands. They
have to jump overboard and prevent the board
from running aground. This is no mean effort
in a fast-moving surf boat.
A common sight on the Australian beaches is
the surf patrol. These bronzed “Atlases” enter
tain the girls who are nearby but when danger
lurks it gives one great security to see them spring
to action. The belt and the reel are so placed
that a man can don the belt without changing his
pace in a sprint and be in the surf swimming
toward the person in difficulty in a twinkle of an
eye. The signal of a person in danger is an arm
held straight up above the head. They also go
out in the surf boat after sharks when the alarm
is given and generally keep the beaches in
“surfable” condition.
1 shall be pleased if this small article has
enthused some to try this daring sport of surfing
and not paddle in the shallows with a rubber
“lilo’ which they call a “surf-board”. It was
Masefleld who said: “I must go down to the seas
again”; but what a waste if the surf is not used.
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1-I lG H LIVING—continued fiv,ii page 12.
and only initialled the alteration. Please put
your full signature and return to us and the goods
will be forwarded immediately.” Ah well, we
lived, and the local foods, yams, milk and wild
honey strained through mosquito net were not
too bad
Both Zach and I ran into trouble after some
weeks, due to the sharp ends of the burnt grass
stalks and our wearing of shorts instead of
troLisers. A stalk more like a young bamboo
went right into my leg and was very painful until
it healed. Our legs were covered in scratches and
a hostile bug must have entered an open scratch
in Zach’s leg and caused it to swell with poison.
After hopping around with a stick for a time, he
was carried down the mountain (I think he said
Saturn was descending also!) on a chair lashed
to some young saplings on the heads of eight
stalwarts and driven back to the nearest doctor
at Yola, 300 miles away. However, before this
took place, a lone, tough, bearded figure strolled
into our camp one day; Ian Williams had been
sent up to help us out. How he had travelled and
found us camped out far from anywhere is a
mystery, but we were certainly delighted to see
him. After this, several visitors came to see us,
including Mr. Johnston and Roy 1-lodgen.
As the work drew to a close, so the rains drew
nearer. With two days’ work left, the rains broke
All our
with tremendous thunder storms.
carriers and helpers demanded to be paid so that
they could dash home to dig their gardens. With
much palaver, we managed to get them first to
carry our gear down the 10 miles to the car in
the night and the rain. They had returned by
dawn, were paid, and immediately set off at a
fast walk for their villages, some nearly 50 miles
away. Our car driver was ordered to get out
before he bogged down at one of the many river
crossings and to wait for us when he reached the
road.
Carrying rucksacks, Ian and I and HygenLls
followed, going down via our newly-discovered
road route, and trLldged off for three days, sur
veying as we went. After spending two very
uncomfortable wet nights as we crossed the
plains, we found the car 35 miles away and
safely back on a road. After four months and
1,100 miles of walking, it was great to get back
to Yola and such luxuries as hot baths, arm
chairs, a bed and beer.
So ended a rather unusual and very interesting
and enjoyable job.

A Holiday in Nigeria
by I’I. N.

L
e
2
re will you spend your next leave?
On the Continent: to Brussels, Zurich,
Munich or Nice? Or even in America
or Australia? Suppose you try somewhere else,
so different, and some 4,000 miles off? I mean
somewhere in Africa, to the west coast: to Nigeria,
a British creation, an approximately rectangular
stretch of territory growing into the continent
from the Gulf of Guinea and divided into three
greatly unequal regions by Rivers Benue and
Niger (native ancient name Kwora). With a
population of over 40 million, Nigeria is the most
densely-peopled part ofAfrica. In area it is about
four times the size of the British Isles (and yet her
weather is far less complex than that of these
small islands!) Her peoples are simple and gay
in their own way and with their new-won freedom
are already transforming many parts of the
country into vast oases of civilisation. Consult
ants, such as Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick and
Partners, are contributing in this transformation,
and what a gratification to see a faithful interpret
ation of your drawing-board sketches so far afield.
As indicated above, Nigeria is a vast Nation
and in this short article it will only be possible to
mention a few important places that will be of
interest to a visitor. Perhaps I might mention at
this stage that politically Nigeria is a Federation
with three regional capitals: Enugu for the East,
Ibadan for the West and Kaduna for the North.
The Federal Capital is Lagos, on the western
coast. In addition to an extensive roads system,
there are facilities for rail travel from the coast
through the Eastern or Western Region to the
North. There are also internal air services which
are particularly useful in speeding mail. Con
siderable stretches of the Rivers Benue and the
Niger are navigable. The principal produce of
the regions are cocoa in the Western Region,
palm oil, coal and crude petroleum in the East,
while the main produce of the Northern region
are groundnuts (peanuts or monkey nuts) and
cotton fibre. Nigeria is the world’s greatest
producer and exporter of groundnuts.

Nwosu

London to Nigeria by air takes under 12 hours
and the ‘plane will probably touch down at the
international airport at Kano, in the Northern
Region. Assume this to be the starting point of
your excursion. You have just flown over the
Sahara Desert and are now in a city both ancient
and modern and with a population of 130,000,
once a commercial centre for trans-Sahara trade.
An obvious spectacle is the camel, that mighty,
rugged animal that was once the sole means of
transport across the desert. Poor thing; he
could not cope with the demand of the presentday market and has been beaten to it by modern
means of transport. Other objects of interest
are the groundnut pyramids waiting to be cleared
by road or rail down to the coast for shipment;
the Central Mosque (a Moslem Cathedral), and,
of course, the airport. But you will want a
souvenir; then go into the ancient city market
for varieties of local leather work, carvings and
dyed cloth.
From Kano you move southwards by train
through the savana or grassland, a distance of
129 miles, to Kaduna, the capital of Northern
Region, a town of recent growth on the banks of
the River Kaduna, one of the principal tributaries
of the River Niger. Kaduna is 2,116 ft. above
sea level and apart from being the administrative
centre of the region, has a thriving textile industry
covering a floor space of 4- acres under one roof.
So many development activities are in hand, and

The author of i/us article is a Nigerian
graduate of the Zaria College of Technology
which is affiliated to the University of London
through i/ic University of Ibadan. He has
been with the firm since January, 1961, his
visit to this countri’ being sponsored by the
Nigerian Govern,,ient. Michael Nn’osu ni/I
be joining the Nigerian Ministri’ of Works
when lie returns home at the end oft/us year.
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among the many competing development units,
you will be gladdened to visit an outpost of
Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick and Partners.
Perhaps there is so much hustling and bustling
in Kaduna and you may want to get away to a
much less tense atmosphere, to the freshness of a
05 is the place: Jos is 174
holiday resort. Then J
miles by train (9 hours) east of Kaduna and is
connected to many principal towns by trunk
roads with laterite or tarmac surfaces. The
airport is 4,250 ft. above sea level, the highest in
the country. Jos is set on a plateau and, ignoring
the contrast of the tin-mining activities, has one
of the finest sceneries in the country. The
temperature range is between 60 and 80 F., and
there is an average rainfall of 56 inches. Because
of its temperate climate it has been developed as a
holiday resort for expatriate officers in the
coLlntry. The Hill Station”—a modern hotel—
is well-known for its typically English flowers.
Other places of magnificent scenery within easy
reach of Jos include Miango Village and Kurra
and Assob Falls.
‘

*

*

*

You are now heading down soLlth, again by
train, across the River Benue at Maturdi, to
Enugu, the capital of Eastern Nigeria. Enugu
township is an artificial creation owing its
existence to the discovery of coal in 1909 by a
geological expedition which had set out in search
of silver. The population is some 80,000; it
lies about 464 ft. above sea level and has 73 inches
of rain. Apart from the coal industry, it is
largely an administrative centre and an extension
of the University of Nigeria is sited on the out
skirts. The main buildings of the University of
Nigeria at Nsukka are within easy reach from
Enugu. Also within easy reach are the Cement
Factory at Nkalagu and a lead zinc mine and
stone quarry at Abakiliki. There are a number
of modern hotels (about £5 lOs. Od. per night
inclusive): taxis are obtainable, although, as in
all other Nigerian towns, most are not equipped
with fare meters and you have to come to a
mutual agreement with the driver. Car hire
services are also available.
Port Harcourt is 151 miles south by rail from
Enugu, but suppose instead you do it by car
through 191 miles of road of varying riding
quality. Just outside Enugu township the car
speeds through the serpentine roadway which
girdles the Milken Hill, whose coal entrails make
Enugu famous. Still further out the journey is
through lateritic shrub land, then into typical
tropical vegetation, through Onitsha, a famous
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market town on the banks of the Niger, where
work is already in progress on a £5m. toll
bridge connecting it across the Niger to Western
Nigeria. Driving through towns and villages and
countryside, and avoiding streams of hurtling
mammy wagons, well-known for the charac
teristic expressions of faith painted on them, we
soon arrive at Port Harcourt, the second largest
port in Nigeria. Port l-Iarcourt is a young town
of about 60,000 people and, before the oil pros
pecting company, Shell-B.P., centred its activities
on its outskirts, had thrived merely as a port.
The town is well laid out, has a number of modern
hotels, and all amenities of a modern township;
it is, in fact, locally known as the “Garden
City”. This firm is represented in the many
developments in or around Port Harcourt.
Afam is some 23 miles away and at present the
firm is handling the design of a power station for
the country’s electricity authority there. This
power station is of particular interest in that it is
proposed to use natural gas from a dry oil well
as fuel for firing the generating plant.
*

*

*

From Port Harcourt you shall travel by air
over the Niger Delta, over Sapele, a coastal port
known for its timber and rubber, and over thick
virgin forest to Ibadan, the capital of Western
Nigeria. With a population of some 500,000
Ibadan is the largest town in West Africa and
has the largest indigenous population of any
town in the whole of Africa. Perhaps to a
visitor Ibadan is best-known for its University
College, soon to become a fully-fledged Univer
sity, and a most modern teaching hospital. Also
the nucleus of the new University of Ife is at
Ibadan. The buildings of these institutions of
learning add plenty of lustre to the skyline of
Ibadan but, standing pride of place is the ten
storey Co-operative Bank Building which is
among the tallest in Nigeria. Ibadan is an
important commercial centre and is a transit
station for the nation’s business by road and rail
between Lagos and other parts of the country.
*

*

*

Lagos, the capital of the Nigerian Federation,
is some 120 miles by road or rail from Ibadan.
The approach road to Lagos on the western side
is the well-known “Western Avenue”, at present
the loudest contribution of Scott & Wilson,
Kirkpatrick & Partners to Nigeria’s development
(see I.C.E. Proceedings, September, 1961)—a
27 mile soil-cement pavement, an experiment
at high standard road construction which has so
far withstood the usually torrential rains. Apart
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from the crowds in the streets of Lagos, which
reminds a visitor of a London street, a striking
feature is the number of cyclists—some people
think Lagos has the highest-known concentration
of bicycles—an important incident for road
designers! There are bus and taxi services and
private cars vary in size from the smallest British
Minis to big, ambitious American designs.
Traffic movement is often as slow as in a London
street and work is already in hand to provide an
alternative to the present single bridge that
connects the Lagos Island to the mainland. The
face of Lagos is changing rapidly, although, like
London, it remains at once old and new, ugly and
beautiful. New giant buildings are growing up
all around, banishing the slums for ever. Govern
ment buildings, private commercial buildings,
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well-laid concrete roads, weird advertising posters
and the general bustling, suggest the right throb
of a thriving city, a growing federal capital.
Lagos has all the amenities, including T.V., a
visitor would want. Hotels range from the ultra
modern Federal Palace Hotel (5 5s. Od. per
night) on Victoria Island, to the more popular
types. There are places of cultural interest to
visit sLich as the Oba’s (King’s) Palace, and the
Nigerian MuseLiqi; recreational opportunities are
available and the sands of Victoria beach are
BLIt a
a popular evening and week-end resort.
stay in Lagos would not be complete without a
visit to one of the night clubs, the shops of
Nigerian music—Highltfe, the music is called,
and it soon gets hold of you: dance on, for it is
the dance of both the young and the old.

JUDGE’S STEWARD—coiitinuecl Iron, page 18.
“Does that mean that it has been disqualified?”
I asked. “Not exactly”, said Flowers” sadly.
“You see, the blooms failed to pass the two-inch
ring and therefore were not in accordance with
the schedule; N.A.S., see, so we could not even
judge them, let alone disqualify them”. By now
I realised that the judges were ganging up on me.
Flowers” always had looked a little sinister btit
gradually I was beginning to realise that the
over-heartiness of “Veg” was merely a facade for
the heartless tyrant that lay beneath.
Frankly, I cannot remember to this day what
was said about the following class, and it was
with something of a shock that I discovered a
“first” scribbled on my entry card. I looked
with fresh eyes at my exhibit. I counted the
entries—eight, pretty good! I suddenly realised
that I had misjudged the judges. They obviously
knew their stuff, even if it had taken them a long
time to settle down. A second and a third,
followed from the remaining two classes and I
was prepared to admit that this was fair judging,
although possibly a little hard on my entries.
Now the two judges were pacing up and down
the Dahlia section like a pair of dervishes on a
witch hunt. At last they came to rest at my one
and only winner. “Poor lot”, said “Flowers.
“Poor summer”, said “Veg”, and then, almost
with regret, “It has got to be here”. “Right”,
said “Flowers”, without enthusiasm. He leaned
forward and scribbled something further on my
card. As soon as I decently could, I turned the

card and tried to decipher the scribble. “BR.”,
I read. I tried to add the words to the initials.
My dotibts of the jLldges returned. This was
probably a trick to try to deprive me of my one
ewe lamb. Rubbish might be the second word,
in which case I could guess the first. I dared not
ask the judges to explain after the last episode.
Suddenly Norman was by my side. “Congrats”,
he said. “Blue Riband, first time; that will take
some living tip to, eh!” “Best exhibit in the
Dahlia Section!” he exclaimed. “You will no
doubt remember this day”. Weakly I agreed,
but for a different reason from that which he
meant.
The Judges had moved on to the Chrysanth.
Section. “Veg” now wore a genial smile and
honesty shone from his eyes. “Flowers” at last
had his pipe alight and there was no denying his
quiet efficiency. It was surprising how wrong
one’s first impressions could be, I thought.
Norman broke in on my
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among the many competing development units,
you will be gladdened to visit an outpost of
Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick and Partners.
Perhaps there is so much hustling and bustling
in Kaduna and you may want to get away to a
much less tense atmosphere, to the freshness of a
05 is the place: Jos is 174
holiday resort. Then J
miles by train (9 hours) east of Kaduna and is
connected to many principal towns by trunk
roads with laterite or tarmac surfaces. The
airport is 4,250 ft. above sea level, the highest in
the country. Jos is set on a plateau and, ignoring
the contrast of the tin-mining activities, has one
of the finest sceneries in the country. The
temperature range is between 60 and 80 F., and
there is an average rainfall of 56 inches. Because
of its temperate climate it has been developed as a
holiday resort for expatriate officers in the
coLlntry. The Hill Station”—a modern hotel—
is well-known for its typically English flowers.
Other places of magnificent scenery within easy
reach of Jos include Miango Village and Kurra
and Assob Falls.
‘

*

*

*

You are now heading down soLlth, again by
train, across the River Benue at Maturdi, to
Enugu, the capital of Eastern Nigeria. Enugu
township is an artificial creation owing its
existence to the discovery of coal in 1909 by a
geological expedition which had set out in search
of silver. The population is some 80,000; it
lies about 464 ft. above sea level and has 73 inches
of rain. Apart from the coal industry, it is
largely an administrative centre and an extension
of the University of Nigeria is sited on the out
skirts. The main buildings of the University of
Nigeria at Nsukka are within easy reach from
Enugu. Also within easy reach are the Cement
Factory at Nkalagu and a lead zinc mine and
stone quarry at Abakiliki. There are a number
of modern hotels (about £5 lOs. Od. per night
inclusive): taxis are obtainable, although, as in
all other Nigerian towns, most are not equipped
with fare meters and you have to come to a
mutual agreement with the driver. Car hire
services are also available.
Port Harcourt is 151 miles south by rail from
Enugu, but suppose instead you do it by car
through 191 miles of road of varying riding
quality. Just outside Enugu township the car
speeds through the serpentine roadway which
girdles the Milken Hill, whose coal entrails make
Enugu famous. Still further out the journey is
through lateritic shrub land, then into typical
tropical vegetation, through Onitsha, a famous
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market town on the banks of the Niger, where
work is already in progress on a £5m. toll
bridge connecting it across the Niger to Western
Nigeria. Driving through towns and villages and
countryside, and avoiding streams of hurtling
mammy wagons, well-known for the charac
teristic expressions of faith painted on them, we
soon arrive at Port Harcourt, the second largest
port in Nigeria. Port l-Iarcourt is a young town
of about 60,000 people and, before the oil pros
pecting company, Shell-B.P., centred its activities
on its outskirts, had thrived merely as a port.
The town is well laid out, has a number of modern
hotels, and all amenities of a modern township;
it is, in fact, locally known as the “Garden
City”. This firm is represented in the many
developments in or around Port Harcourt.
Afam is some 23 miles away and at present the
firm is handling the design of a power station for
the country’s electricity authority there. This
power station is of particular interest in that it is
proposed to use natural gas from a dry oil well
as fuel for firing the generating plant.
*

*

*

From Port Harcourt you shall travel by air
over the Niger Delta, over Sapele, a coastal port
known for its timber and rubber, and over thick
virgin forest to Ibadan, the capital of Western
Nigeria. With a population of some 500,000
Ibadan is the largest town in West Africa and
has the largest indigenous population of any
town in the whole of Africa. Perhaps to a
visitor Ibadan is best-known for its University
College, soon to become a fully-fledged Univer
sity, and a most modern teaching hospital. Also
the nucleus of the new University of Ife is at
Ibadan. The buildings of these institutions of
learning add plenty of lustre to the skyline of
Ibadan but, standing pride of place is the ten
storey Co-operative Bank Building which is
among the tallest in Nigeria. Ibadan is an
important commercial centre and is a transit
station for the nation’s business by road and rail
between Lagos and other parts of the country.
*

*

*

Lagos, the capital of the Nigerian Federation,
is some 120 miles by road or rail from Ibadan.
The approach road to Lagos on the western side
is the well-known “Western Avenue”, at present
the loudest contribution of Scott & Wilson,
Kirkpatrick & Partners to Nigeria’s development
(see I.C.E. Proceedings, September, 1961)—a
27 mile soil-cement pavement, an experiment
at high standard road construction which has so
far withstood the usually torrential rains. Apart
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from the crowds in the streets of Lagos, which
reminds a visitor of a London street, a striking
feature is the number of cyclists—some people
think Lagos has the highest-known concentration
of bicycles—an important incident for road
designers! There are bus and taxi services and
private cars vary in size from the smallest British
Minis to big, ambitious American designs.
Traffic movement is often as slow as in a London
street and work is already in hand to provide an
alternative to the present single bridge that
connects the Lagos Island to the mainland. The
face of Lagos is changing rapidly, although, like
London, it remains at once old and new, ugly and
beautiful. New giant buildings are growing up
all around, banishing the slums for ever. Govern
ment buildings, private commercial buildings,
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well-laid concrete roads, weird advertising posters
and the general bustling, suggest the right throb
of a thriving city, a growing federal capital.
Lagos has all the amenities, including T.V., a
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BLIt a
a popular evening and week-end resort.
stay in Lagos would not be complete without a
visit to one of the night clubs, the shops of
Nigerian music—Highltfe, the music is called,
and it soon gets hold of you: dance on, for it is
the dance of both the young and the old.

JUDGE’S STEWARD—coiitinuecl Iron, page 18.
“Does that mean that it has been disqualified?”
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card and tried to decipher the scribble. “BR.”,
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gineers, to help with traffic survey—
would suit retired gentleman”; or
so the press notice ran. This was, of course,
a gross understatement and what we really
needed was an alert, active, agile youngster pre
pared to brave the traffic in all weathers and in
his spare time to act as public relations officer,
clerk, draughtsman and typist. Such was the
versatility of Wally Walton that at 62 he came
up to specification in all respects, and so began an
association which will long be remembered by all
concerned.
When he first came into the Kendal office and
tried to talk himself out of the job, I was left in
no doubt that this charming, sprightly gentleman
with a distinctly R.A.F. flavour could turn his
hand to anything, but little did I realise how much
he was to colour the lives of all of us engaged
upon the search for a motorway across Shap.
With his love of comedy, gift for expression and
a past crammed with fantastic experiences, he
provided the cure for anyone in danger of taking
life too seriously.
Wally grew up with the internal combustion
engine and many the escapade on a prototype
J.A.P. motor-cycle with nothing better than a
well-placed heel for a brake; or a miraculous
escape as he stepped out of the wreckage of a
two-seater Cluley which ran away with him and
crashed at the bottom of a hill. Perhaps not
surprisingly, he found himself caught up in it all
for most of his business career, promoting the
sale of petroleum products which he saw grow
from petrol in cans to the modern filling station
with all its conveniences. Important as this part
of his life was, it really acted as an interlude be
tween others packed with excitement and action.
As an observer flying R.E.8’s in the 1914—18
War, he escaped death daily, and yet survived
with nothing worse than a very sore tail acquired
when a well-aimed bullet dented the armourplated seat of his aircraft. The second World
War saw him in service again, with his Observer’s
brevet on his chest just to remind the “few” that
here was one who knew what it was all about.
A spell in Deflants and then no longer the dash

of air combat for him, but the painstaking job of
Fighter Controller speeding the Hurricanes and
Spitfires to their prey. Many the pilot who owes
his success to Wally’s unerring judgment of speed
and track, and many the comrade guided safely
back from a strange and exotic sortie in the
Middle East.
Between wars and selling petrol he engaged in
many things, from steaming three times round
the world in a cargo ship to taking a traffic
census; but quite the most daring period was
spent with the Security Forces in Ireland, when
the English still had hopes of quelling this
independent race. With a price on his head, he
very soon became a crack marksman and on
more than one occasion shot himself out of a
nasty situation. His luck held and he survived,
but his addiction to Westerns must surely date
from then, although the Lone Ranger can be but
a poor substitute for memories of real life, when
the bullets pierced the water butts and bored
right through the toughest wagon.
By the time Wally reached us he had mellowed
but this did not prevent him from finding gaiety
in the most mundane of tasks, and bringing us
back to sanity when the counting, recording,
doubling and halving of vehicles became all too
much. He found comedy in any situation except
perhaps when, in the rain, with water pouring off
his hat, down his neck and into his shoes, he
valiantly tried to adjust a counter which just
refused to recognise a Mini-Minor in the rain.
He, too, may recall the hours spent asking
motorists where they had come from and why,
and whether it was business or a pleasure. He
observed all the strange ways of engineers, and
those who read regularly this magazine will have
enjoyed his comments in verse on some of our
more extraordinary habits.
There was a day we shall all remember when
the cleaner, not finding him in his customary
seat, enquired: “Where is the little old man who
sits in the corner?” She alone thought him old,
for a man is as old as he feels, and Wally still
feels very young—far too young to become a
retired gentleman, bLit that unfortunately he is
once more.
J.R.P.
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NEWSLETTERS.
Hong Kong
Mr. Lindsay left to take short home leave,
enjoining the writer to produce the Hong Kong
Newsletter for the Autumn edition. On buckling
down to it, the reflex action of a trained engineer
led me to see what had been done before. In
doing so, I found an editorial appeal (Issue No. 3)
for a first-hand account of “some of these holiday
week-ends in yachts and sampans in Hong Kong
Harbour” which were reckoned to make “fas
cinating” reading. With a view to furnishing a
thorough report on the subject (in best Richard
Mason style), preparations were initiated for a
study group of experts to spend a week-end on
selected sampans in the Causeway Bay Typhoon
Shelter—a good central location in the 1-larbour
adjacent to the R.H.K.Y.C. Wives, however,
objected most vigorously and the project had to
be abandoned in the planning stage.
Also discovered in the “Lunching” article of
the same edition was a Chinese menu featuring
chop suey, apparently an American dish, a song
of which name caused great amusement in the
local cinema during the showing of “Flower
Drum Song”, as the literal translation is pigswill.
Writing of a film featuring OLL own Nancy Kwan
leads me on to wonder whether it is known what
a large film industry there is in Hong Kong,
especially in the organisation of the brothers
Shaw. One of the very few centres making films
without propaganda in the Mandarin and
Cantonese dialects, they have distribution widely
One often finds the
throughout SE. Asia.
omnipresent curious crowd surrounding such
delectable young ladies as Betty Loh Tih or
Lin Dai acting a scene in the streets of Kowloon,
while, one day, a large band of soldiers, armed
to the teeth in the style of around 1500 A.D.,
was encountered on the hillside beside the
Foothills Road. Incidentally, Judy Stammers
has added another string to her bow, dubbing
her voice to make English sound track, a process,
we gather, which requires extensive ad libbing.
The letters A.D. were inserted in the foregoing
as we had recently a forcible reminder of the long
continuity of Chinese civilisation. Aroused by
the really noticeable earthquake, we had here,
Binnie & Partners asked us to procure for them a

book pLlblished in Peking giving earthquake
records. As the{ikelihood of obtaining one from
Peking was remote, we borrowed the copy from
the Royal Observatory, to find that the two
volumes covered all affected towns and villages
of the 26 provinces of China for all tremors from
about four thousand years ago. As Kwangtung
Province alone occupied 66 pages, it was photo
graphed and the rolls of film sent to London
(there is no copyright agreement with the
People’s Republic).
A decision is awaited on the whole of the
Plover Cove Scheme and the abnormally dry
summer (we are at present 17 inches behind
average rainfall) is the best form of salesmanship
possible. The water supply is at present five
hours daily, even with the assistance of about 26
m.g.d. from across the border (some 30 of our
consumption). Such is the demand at the standpipes when the water is on that people in adjacent
tall blocks of flats find the pressure insufficient to
give them any supply at all. With over three
weeks now of maximum temperatures in the 90’s
and the minimum not less than 80, swimming
expeditions are the universal escape, but it seems
that the sharks have arrived. Two men in a
launch party on Lantao last week found a
2 ft. 6 in. shark in the water and dragged it ashore,
where one of their companions, a zoologist,
identified it as a baby blue shark. In previous
years the week-end training flights of the
Auxiliary Air Force have provided a helicopter
shark patrol, relaying warnings through the radio
stations, but we don’t seem to have seen much of
then-i since, while practising engine-off emergency
landings, the rotor of one of them flexed hugely
on the bounce and cut its own tail right off.
Regular twin topics at parties, the ones we go
to anyway, are the problems of traffic in general
and parking in particular. For some inexplicable
reason, despite the fact that over HK$1 million
is spent daily on tall urban buildings, absolutely
no requirement is laid down by the Buildings
Ordinance with regard to the provision of off
street parking. In the 2)- years that I have been
here, no fewer than eight large hotels have been
built or are well under way in downtown Kowloon
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a gross understatement and what we really
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pared to brave the traffic in all weathers and in
his spare time to act as public relations officer,
clerk, draughtsman and typist. Such was the
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association which will long be remembered by all
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with a distinctly R.A.F. flavour could turn his
hand to anything, but little did I realise how much
he was to colour the lives of all of us engaged
upon the search for a motorway across Shap.
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and only one has any provision for parking.
Consequently the streets are thoroughly cluttered
with the American station wagons, the motor
coaches, taxis, and so on of the hotels and tourist
guides who (the police tell me) simply regard
obstruction fines as an overhead. Now the
parking meters are operating on Hong Kong
side and are due to appear in Kowloon soon.
Their prime function here seems to have been to
provide more employment for the car jockeys, a
guild of men who have spent their days shifting
their charges from one space to another since
parking restrictions became rife.
It may be that you, dear reader, are smiling
indulgently up your sleeve, thinking that ours is
an insignificant problem compared with the
maelstrom of London, so perhaps some statistics
are relevant here.
Total road length in Colony
520 miles
Rurally situated roads
about 250 miles
Urban roads
about 240 miles
Road under repair or
improvement always
about
30 miles
Of the Urban roads, some 20 per cent, are gen
erally impassable due to collections of hawker’s
stalls, constrLlction works and squatters’ huts; of
the Rural roads, about 15—20 per cent, of the
mileage doesn’t lead anywhere in particular so you
have to find a wide bit to turn roLlnd and come
back. The impressive amount under repair and
improvement, although giving a sense of progress,
mystifyingly yields scant improvement in the
state of the roads. The complete breaking-out
and re-concreting of Nathan Road has just
passed Manson House and with the new building
next door past its pile (of course) foundations
we thought the office might be a little quieter.
Now, however, on the other side of the office on
another site they are busily driving casing for
cast-in-situ piles to add to the precast concrete
piles which already cover the site at about lO ft.
centres.
However, back to the statistics, at the last
count there were over 60,000 vehicles on the roads
(exciLiding the 863 rickshaws, 807 tricycles and
innumerable bicycles which do not obey any
traffic signals.)
First take all the vehicles and place them on all
the roads (as if in motion) and there will be
roughly 50 ft. between them. Now pLIt the
remainder of the 3 million population to line
both sides of the roads and you will find they
stand shoulder-to-shoulder.
Finally, realising
that some of these single-track roads don’t lead
anywhere and that the cars facing that way need
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to turn round amongst the crowd and come back,
there you see we have a traffic problem.
Another problem which affects us closely is
the crossing of the Harbour, a task typified by a
trip we made two weeks ago from north Kowloon
to the south side of the Island in the evening.
We were late, as always, and driving as close to
30 as was safe in the urban areas and consider
ably faster in the unrestricted areas, our average
speed, by courtesy of the vehicular ferry, was
roughly l4 m.p.h. Coming back, the ferries were
less frequent and our average for the trip, with
the benefit of clear roads, fell well below this.
But still we have no news of our Bridge/Tunnel
Report and the Harbour remains an inflatedly

important obstacle to business and social com
munication between the Island and the Mainland.
Persona/ia

Mr. and Mrs. Lindsay have taken Jane and
Jeremy to U.K. for short leave and are expected
back in September.
John Holt has joined the C.R.E.’s staff of the
Plover Cove and Hebe Haven Scheme.
Sid Drury is, and Bill Lamb will be, enjoying
short leave in U.K. prior to taking up resident
staff posts on Kwai Chung Stage II which, with
its impressive prestressed curved bridge, is now
going to contract.
We congratulate Pat Shih on the birth recently
of her third daLlghter. We note that although
this is not supposed to be the most favourable
year for weddings, there are quite a number of
our staff getting married.
We are at present looking forward to greeting
Trevor Drust, of Binnies, who is coming out to
work in the Joint Office later this month.
K. J. P.

Hurry! Hurry!
Do not stop,
Pameela and Hazel
have gone kerplop!
The sun is hot, their
throats are weak,
They find it very
hard to speak.
All they can whisper
is Woe is me!
We want a pot of
Jenky’s tea!
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Arabian Guif—Dob a
Work on the new runway progresses fairly
favourably in spite of shade temperatures averag
ing a maximum of about I l2 but sometimes of
over 120 and a humidity often in the 95 per cent.
range. No great surprise is evinced when the
contractor says: “Another 12 of our men went
down with heat fatigue yesterday”.
There are now four members of S.W.K.P. staff
in Doha—Resident Engineer, T. P. Kidman,
Assistant Resident Engineer, S. G. Cook, and
Inspectors, W. Steele and A. T. Simmons. Soils
Engineer, D. G. B. Wilkie returned to U.K. in
July.
A few days ago an interested crowd in the main
street watched as a local gentleman tried unsuc

cessfuilly to get his cow into a taxi. When he
ultimately realised that the length of the cow was
greater than the width of the taxi, he had to
retrieve his calf from the seat beside the driver.
That gentleman didn’t seem greatly disturbed at
losing three fares.
It is reported here that the first load of oil from
Abu Dhabi was shipped from Das Island early in
July.
On July 22nd, Mr. George Webster, who filled
the dual roles of Director of Engineering and
Director of Civil Aviation, left Qatar for good.
At the time of writing his successor has not yet
been appointed.
A little sympathy, please, for the member of
the staff who looked out of the window at 2.30
Left to right: S. G. Cook, T. P. Kidman,
D. G. B. Wilkie, A. T. Simmons and W. Steele

p.m. and saw a camel plodding on steadily
half-a-mile out to,sea. He swears he did not have
even one beer with his lunch and the heat was no
worse than usual.
A strange phenomenon has been noticed here

in connection with the postal services. While
official mail from Doha seems to reach London in
2—3 days, the reply from London to Doha would
appear to take about 2 weeks.
*

*

*

Gulf Feminine Financial Logic
“Darling, I bought 4 yds. of material
at 5/— to make a little cheap coat.

Cost
“And I bought 6 yds. of a better
material at 24/— to make a good
coat. Cost
“Total cost

=

“But the original price of the good
stuff was 36/—. I argued the man
down so I saved 6 yds. at 12/—
“I had the cheap coat tailored in Doha
for 30/—; it would have cost 60/—
at home. I saved
“But the tailor made such a mess of it,
I refLised to pay him and I saved
another
“I tried to buy another 4 yds. in the
Suik but there was none left so I
had to take the spoiled coat to
pieces and use that, thereby saving
another
“When I get home again I will make
the other coat myself too, thereby
saving the cost of a tailor
“Total saving
“Total cost

=
=

20/—

l44/164/—

72/—

30/—

30/—

20/—

100/—
252/—
164/—
88/—

“Therefore, darling, I will have two coats for
nothing and you will be 88/— in pocket.”
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less frequent and our average for the trip, with
the benefit of clear roads, fell well below this.
But still we have no news of our Bridge/Tunnel
Report and the Harbour remains an inflatedly

important obstacle to business and social com
munication between the Island and the Mainland.
Persona/ia

Mr. and Mrs. Lindsay have taken Jane and
Jeremy to U.K. for short leave and are expected
back in September.
John Holt has joined the C.R.E.’s staff of the
Plover Cove and Hebe Haven Scheme.
Sid Drury is, and Bill Lamb will be, enjoying
short leave in U.K. prior to taking up resident
staff posts on Kwai Chung Stage II which, with
its impressive prestressed curved bridge, is now
going to contract.
We congratulate Pat Shih on the birth recently
of her third daLlghter. We note that although
this is not supposed to be the most favourable
year for weddings, there are quite a number of
our staff getting married.
We are at present looking forward to greeting
Trevor Drust, of Binnies, who is coming out to
work in the Joint Office later this month.
K. J. P.

Hurry! Hurry!
Do not stop,
Pameela and Hazel
have gone kerplop!
The sun is hot, their
throats are weak,
They find it very
hard to speak.
All they can whisper
is Woe is me!
We want a pot of
Jenky’s tea!
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Arabian Guif—Dob a
Work on the new runway progresses fairly
favourably in spite of shade temperatures averag
ing a maximum of about I l2 but sometimes of
over 120 and a humidity often in the 95 per cent.
range. No great surprise is evinced when the
contractor says: “Another 12 of our men went
down with heat fatigue yesterday”.
There are now four members of S.W.K.P. staff
in Doha—Resident Engineer, T. P. Kidman,
Assistant Resident Engineer, S. G. Cook, and
Inspectors, W. Steele and A. T. Simmons. Soils
Engineer, D. G. B. Wilkie returned to U.K. in
July.
A few days ago an interested crowd in the main
street watched as a local gentleman tried unsuc

cessfuilly to get his cow into a taxi. When he
ultimately realised that the length of the cow was
greater than the width of the taxi, he had to
retrieve his calf from the seat beside the driver.
That gentleman didn’t seem greatly disturbed at
losing three fares.
It is reported here that the first load of oil from
Abu Dhabi was shipped from Das Island early in
July.
On July 22nd, Mr. George Webster, who filled
the dual roles of Director of Engineering and
Director of Civil Aviation, left Qatar for good.
At the time of writing his successor has not yet
been appointed.
A little sympathy, please, for the member of
the staff who looked out of the window at 2.30
Left to right: S. G. Cook, T. P. Kidman,
D. G. B. Wilkie, A. T. Simmons and W. Steele

p.m. and saw a camel plodding on steadily
half-a-mile out to,sea. He swears he did not have
even one beer with his lunch and the heat was no
worse than usual.
A strange phenomenon has been noticed here

in connection with the postal services. While
official mail from Doha seems to reach London in
2—3 days, the reply from London to Doha would
appear to take about 2 weeks.
*

*

*

Gulf Feminine Financial Logic
“Darling, I bought 4 yds. of material
at 5/— to make a little cheap coat.

Cost
“And I bought 6 yds. of a better
material at 24/— to make a good
coat. Cost
“Total cost

=

“But the original price of the good
stuff was 36/—. I argued the man
down so I saved 6 yds. at 12/—
“I had the cheap coat tailored in Doha
for 30/—; it would have cost 60/—
at home. I saved
“But the tailor made such a mess of it,
I refLised to pay him and I saved
another
“I tried to buy another 4 yds. in the
Suik but there was none left so I
had to take the spoiled coat to
pieces and use that, thereby saving
another
“When I get home again I will make
the other coat myself too, thereby
saving the cost of a tailor
“Total saving
“Total cost

=
=

20/—

l44/164/—

72/—

30/—

30/—

20/—

100/—
252/—
164/—
88/—

“Therefore, darling, I will have two coats for
nothing and you will be 88/— in pocket.”
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PONTIFACT

Doha Highway Code
1. All traffic should keep to the Right of the
road unless the driver wishes to keep to the
Left.

2.

3.

When turning a corner there is no need to
slow down. Merely turn the steering wheel
in the required direction—the tyres may
squeal slightly but they will not burst or the
stub axle collapse for quite a while.
A hand hanging negligently out of the
window means any one of the following:—
(a) I am going to turn to the Left.
(b) I am going to turn to the Right.
(e) I am going to swing out to the Left and
and then turn to the Right (or vice
versa).
(d) I might be going to do something but
have not decided yet, what would you
recommend?

(e)

No.
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I am waving to my very sincere friend in
that other car.
*

*

Gad, But it’s Hell in the Gulf
“No, I am sticking to ordinary King Size.
‘Special’ cigarettes at 1/4 for 20 are far too
expensive.”
“I admit that the cinema is free but the seats
are hard.”
“I am bored stiff. The bungalow is so easy to
run that I have finished the house work in an
hour and I have nothing to do.”
“This life is killing—we have invitations to
three different parties tonight’.
“These air conditioners are not much good—
if we have about 20 people in the house doing the
‘Twist’, the temperature shoots up.”
“The Sea is really too warm for bathing—its
not invigorating.”
S.G.C.

THE ART OF PACKING—co,siti,uwdfro,n page 16.
cushioning effect of curtains, towels and, in fact,
cushions, to protect the heavier objects. Pro
jecting edges and sharp points must be indivi
dually covered with, say, heavy cardboard. When
packing record players one should not forget to
carry out the maker’s instructions regarding
fixing of the turntable and needle arm. Trays
and pictures may conveniently be placed verti
cally down the sides. Shoes, always a problem,
are perhaps best placed on the very top, soles
uppermost. Whenever an article is dismembered
for packing, the component parts should be
packed close together to facilitate the reassembly.
China and kitchen utensils require the use of a
filling material such as woodwool and are,
therefore, best placed in separate crates to the
other household articles. We hit on the idea of
using the woodwool as a filling for our set of
leather pouffés during our “stationary” periods.
Each article should be wrapped in paper and
special care is needed for the more fragile pieces,
which can often be placed inside saucepans or
other containers for protection. Be particularly
careful of wine glasses with long stems! I have
heard it said that plates should be stacked
vertically but I prefer to place them horizontally,
larger ones below, and 1 have had no ill-effects
as yet (touch crate!). A useful technique for
cups is the “nest of four”, in which each handle
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is protected inside the next cup. A word of
caution must be sounded about liqLlids. No
matter how well the top of the bottle or tin
appears to be sealed, there is always a consider
able risk of leakage. When it comes to packing
such nasty liquids as ink, oils, cleansing fluids,
etc., the voice of bitter experience says “don’t!”
All crates must be completely filled to prevent
movement and damage to the contents and for
this reason it is useful to have a smaller con
tainer, such as a steel cabin trunk, for use when
there is insufficient to fill a standard-sized crate.
Finally, it is advisable to have a list of the con
tents of each crate, if only to claim insurance for
its loss. (This is, of course, unlikely to happen
due to our careful colour scheme, unless the
porters are colour-blind or lack a knowledge of
the French language.).
Moving about from place to place has its
compensations. Not least is the opportunity of
getting rid of unnecessary “junk”. One must be
rash about this. Have we made use of the
article in question during the last two years? If
not, then the chances are that we will not use it
during the next two either, and so oLit it goes.
This argument is probably unsound logic, but it
has, nevertheless, its usefulness and enables us
to keep in the mobile state which we find neces
sary at the present time.

Nigeria
Mr. and Mrs. Edington left Nigeria towards
the end of June after a stay of two months; Mr.
Edington proceeding once again to Nyasaland
and Mrs. Edington returning to the United
Kingdom. We wish them a pleasant holiday
later at Lake Como. Mr. and Mrs. Johnston
and family arrived in Kaduna on the 9th July.
We have, after almost 6 years’ operation, closed
our Lagos office and transferred our Head
quarters to Kaduna. Mr. Johnston, who opened
the Lagos office in September, 1956, had the job
of closing it in June, 1962. During the move
from Lagos to Kaduna he accompanied Mr.
Grace to Jordan, and he has given elsewhere a
description of a most interesting trip they made.*
We have a very worthy saying here to the effect
that Nigeria always wins but we feel that for
once it has been defeated. When Mr. Johnston
and family arrived at Kano, the inevitable hap
pened. Most of their baggage, along with that of
other disembarking passengers, went on to Lagos.
However, they decided to proceed to Kaduna,
hoping that the baggage would follow the next
morning. The plane took off at 0830 hours for
Kaduna, got half-way and turned back, due, they
were told, to flooding of the laterite strip at
Kaduna. (Airport Section—please note.) It
may have been purely coincidental that the plane
did not take off a second time until 1300 hours
and after the missing baggage had arrived back
in Kano and been transferred correctly. The
flight then proceeded via Sokoto and Gusau,
finally arriving in Kaduna at 1700 hours. Mr.
Johnston counted both family and baggage and,
tired but triumphant, found all present and
correct.
A few days later, on July 11th, John and Anne
Gandy passed through Kaduna on their return
to Maiduguri and, by the same plane, Peter and
Dawn Clark, with Fiona and Ian, arrived back
in Kaduna for, we understand, a few months only.
On the 18th July, Ronald and Peggy Henderson
passed through Kaduna en route to Lagos and
the United Kingdom. They joined the firm
towards the end of 1957 and we regret that
* Editors Note: we have not yet received this contribution, but
hope to publish it in the next edition.

Ronald has probably seen sufficient wild game
to bid adieu to West Africa. We must thank him
for all the excellent work he has carried out for
us. Peggy, too, deserves our thanks for cheerfully
accepting many moves with housing accommoda
tion not always all that we might have wished.
Jack Wiseman arrived in Maiduguri at the
beginning of June and his family will be joining
him later. We have to congratulate Michael and
Rose Earwaker, still in Maiduguri, on the birth
of a son and at the same time offer them our
sympathy on having had a very trying time. We
understand that MichaeFs car was affected, too,
and we are pleased to hear that all are on the
road to recovery.
Andy Kellam has left Maiduguri for Jos. As
you may know, Andy finally took the plunge
early this year and we were pleased to welcome
Wendy to Nigeria. However, she returned to
the United Kingdom within a short time and we
can only assume that Andy has a lot of levelling
to do before he appreciates the benefits of having
a wife around the camp fire.
Our work in Maiduguri, namely, the Yerwa
Township Drainage and Streetworks design, is
progressing fairly well and should be buttoned
up before the end of the year.
In Kaduna, Ted Lees, with the help of his wife
and Tom Fowle, have been going great guns on
the preparation of Contracts for the Treatment
Plant, Pumps, Pipes, etc., for the Kaduna Water
Supply Scheme. We have heard rumours that the
London Firm are so far ahead of us on this
scheme that plans are afoot to slow things down.
Peter Erridge, helpful, hardworking and precise
as usual, has been busy on the Zaria and Jos
Water Supply Reports. Also in connection with
this work, we have to welcome once again Zach
Matthews, who will be staying with us for a
couple of months to collect information and work
on the Reports. We are pleased to see Zach,
who introduces us per ardua ad ast,a. He is
very anxious to get back to the U.K. by a certain
date and that rings a bell. Zach—surely not
again.
We have to welcome Mesdames Parmenter and
Continued on page 39.
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PONTIFACT

Doha Highway Code
1. All traffic should keep to the Right of the
road unless the driver wishes to keep to the
Left.

2.

3.

When turning a corner there is no need to
slow down. Merely turn the steering wheel
in the required direction—the tyres may
squeal slightly but they will not burst or the
stub axle collapse for quite a while.
A hand hanging negligently out of the
window means any one of the following:—
(a) I am going to turn to the Left.
(b) I am going to turn to the Right.
(e) I am going to swing out to the Left and
and then turn to the Right (or vice
versa).
(d) I might be going to do something but
have not decided yet, what would you
recommend?

(e)

No.
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I am waving to my very sincere friend in
that other car.
*

*

Gad, But it’s Hell in the Gulf
“No, I am sticking to ordinary King Size.
‘Special’ cigarettes at 1/4 for 20 are far too
expensive.”
“I admit that the cinema is free but the seats
are hard.”
“I am bored stiff. The bungalow is so easy to
run that I have finished the house work in an
hour and I have nothing to do.”
“This life is killing—we have invitations to
three different parties tonight’.
“These air conditioners are not much good—
if we have about 20 people in the house doing the
‘Twist’, the temperature shoots up.”
“The Sea is really too warm for bathing—its
not invigorating.”
S.G.C.

THE ART OF PACKING—co,siti,uwdfro,n page 16.
cushioning effect of curtains, towels and, in fact,
cushions, to protect the heavier objects. Pro
jecting edges and sharp points must be indivi
dually covered with, say, heavy cardboard. When
packing record players one should not forget to
carry out the maker’s instructions regarding
fixing of the turntable and needle arm. Trays
and pictures may conveniently be placed verti
cally down the sides. Shoes, always a problem,
are perhaps best placed on the very top, soles
uppermost. Whenever an article is dismembered
for packing, the component parts should be
packed close together to facilitate the reassembly.
China and kitchen utensils require the use of a
filling material such as woodwool and are,
therefore, best placed in separate crates to the
other household articles. We hit on the idea of
using the woodwool as a filling for our set of
leather pouffés during our “stationary” periods.
Each article should be wrapped in paper and
special care is needed for the more fragile pieces,
which can often be placed inside saucepans or
other containers for protection. Be particularly
careful of wine glasses with long stems! I have
heard it said that plates should be stacked
vertically but I prefer to place them horizontally,
larger ones below, and 1 have had no ill-effects
as yet (touch crate!). A useful technique for
cups is the “nest of four”, in which each handle
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is protected inside the next cup. A word of
caution must be sounded about liqLlids. No
matter how well the top of the bottle or tin
appears to be sealed, there is always a consider
able risk of leakage. When it comes to packing
such nasty liquids as ink, oils, cleansing fluids,
etc., the voice of bitter experience says “don’t!”
All crates must be completely filled to prevent
movement and damage to the contents and for
this reason it is useful to have a smaller con
tainer, such as a steel cabin trunk, for use when
there is insufficient to fill a standard-sized crate.
Finally, it is advisable to have a list of the con
tents of each crate, if only to claim insurance for
its loss. (This is, of course, unlikely to happen
due to our careful colour scheme, unless the
porters are colour-blind or lack a knowledge of
the French language.).
Moving about from place to place has its
compensations. Not least is the opportunity of
getting rid of unnecessary “junk”. One must be
rash about this. Have we made use of the
article in question during the last two years? If
not, then the chances are that we will not use it
during the next two either, and so oLit it goes.
This argument is probably unsound logic, but it
has, nevertheless, its usefulness and enables us
to keep in the mobile state which we find neces
sary at the present time.

Nigeria
Mr. and Mrs. Edington left Nigeria towards
the end of June after a stay of two months; Mr.
Edington proceeding once again to Nyasaland
and Mrs. Edington returning to the United
Kingdom. We wish them a pleasant holiday
later at Lake Como. Mr. and Mrs. Johnston
and family arrived in Kaduna on the 9th July.
We have, after almost 6 years’ operation, closed
our Lagos office and transferred our Head
quarters to Kaduna. Mr. Johnston, who opened
the Lagos office in September, 1956, had the job
of closing it in June, 1962. During the move
from Lagos to Kaduna he accompanied Mr.
Grace to Jordan, and he has given elsewhere a
description of a most interesting trip they made.*
We have a very worthy saying here to the effect
that Nigeria always wins but we feel that for
once it has been defeated. When Mr. Johnston
and family arrived at Kano, the inevitable hap
pened. Most of their baggage, along with that of
other disembarking passengers, went on to Lagos.
However, they decided to proceed to Kaduna,
hoping that the baggage would follow the next
morning. The plane took off at 0830 hours for
Kaduna, got half-way and turned back, due, they
were told, to flooding of the laterite strip at
Kaduna. (Airport Section—please note.) It
may have been purely coincidental that the plane
did not take off a second time until 1300 hours
and after the missing baggage had arrived back
in Kano and been transferred correctly. The
flight then proceeded via Sokoto and Gusau,
finally arriving in Kaduna at 1700 hours. Mr.
Johnston counted both family and baggage and,
tired but triumphant, found all present and
correct.
A few days later, on July 11th, John and Anne
Gandy passed through Kaduna on their return
to Maiduguri and, by the same plane, Peter and
Dawn Clark, with Fiona and Ian, arrived back
in Kaduna for, we understand, a few months only.
On the 18th July, Ronald and Peggy Henderson
passed through Kaduna en route to Lagos and
the United Kingdom. They joined the firm
towards the end of 1957 and we regret that
* Editors Note: we have not yet received this contribution, but
hope to publish it in the next edition.

Ronald has probably seen sufficient wild game
to bid adieu to West Africa. We must thank him
for all the excellent work he has carried out for
us. Peggy, too, deserves our thanks for cheerfully
accepting many moves with housing accommoda
tion not always all that we might have wished.
Jack Wiseman arrived in Maiduguri at the
beginning of June and his family will be joining
him later. We have to congratulate Michael and
Rose Earwaker, still in Maiduguri, on the birth
of a son and at the same time offer them our
sympathy on having had a very trying time. We
understand that MichaeFs car was affected, too,
and we are pleased to hear that all are on the
road to recovery.
Andy Kellam has left Maiduguri for Jos. As
you may know, Andy finally took the plunge
early this year and we were pleased to welcome
Wendy to Nigeria. However, she returned to
the United Kingdom within a short time and we
can only assume that Andy has a lot of levelling
to do before he appreciates the benefits of having
a wife around the camp fire.
Our work in Maiduguri, namely, the Yerwa
Township Drainage and Streetworks design, is
progressing fairly well and should be buttoned
up before the end of the year.
In Kaduna, Ted Lees, with the help of his wife
and Tom Fowle, have been going great guns on
the preparation of Contracts for the Treatment
Plant, Pumps, Pipes, etc., for the Kaduna Water
Supply Scheme. We have heard rumours that the
London Firm are so far ahead of us on this
scheme that plans are afoot to slow things down.
Peter Erridge, helpful, hardworking and precise
as usual, has been busy on the Zaria and Jos
Water Supply Reports. Also in connection with
this work, we have to welcome once again Zach
Matthews, who will be staying with us for a
couple of months to collect information and work
on the Reports. We are pleased to see Zach,
who introduces us per ardua ad ast,a. He is
very anxious to get back to the U.K. by a certain
date and that rings a bell. Zach—surely not
again.
We have to welcome Mesdames Parmenter and
Continued on page 39.
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motorway thrcugh South Cheshire, said that
psychologists believed that the advent of motorways would increase industrial productivity
because it would mean that employees would be
able to get away to places of relaxation so much
quicker. “But I don’t know how they measure
that.”
The nine-mile stretch of the M6 through
South Cheshire would cost £6 million, and the
total length of the motorway, between Preston
It
and Birmingham, was about fifty miles.
would be open for the summer traffic of 1963.
The construction of roads like the M6 tended
to be “very messy” during the winter, and there
had been several complaints about the state of
local roads due to this constructional work.
“But having accepted that there is going to be a
motorway here, it must be realised that it is a
large undertaking and, inevitably, you must get
this sort of complaint,” continued Mr. Dudeney.
The meeting, organised by the Chamber, was
open to members of the public. The speaker was
thanked by the chairman, Mr. J. Stainforth.

A Cartoon from the Cheshire Contract
(with the compliments of Sir Lindsay Parkinson & Co. Ltd.)

Shall we tell Mr. Dudeney or shall we keep it
as our little secret?

Gulf Gossip
Extract from letter reed red by R. Moodie frommi
E. J. Simpson, Kuwait.

Blossom, a boat, and
çJrCat arctics
On the bank of a river they flung up triumphant
arches of stone and concrete. They built high.
like the Egyptians; powerfully, like the Romans:
and iesthetically, like the Greeks. What did they
hLlild by the idly-flowing river, where the blossom

A46

uuliL’ely

to alter

toivit ‘s status
“It is not likely that the status of Sandbach will
change when the new M6, from Birmingham to
Preston opens for the summer traffic of 1963.”
This is the opinion of a motorway engineer,
Mr. Donald F. Dudeney, who addressed a public
meeting of Sandbach Chamber of Trade and

blooms on a bough and a flat boat rocks gently?
Not a temple. Not a colosseum, but the begin
nings of a motorway bridge.
It will be via this bridge that the BirminghamPreston Motorway—the M6—will vault the Dane
Valley at Cranage. The bridge is not being built
across the river. The river will he diverted to
run beneath it.
Commerce, in the Literary Institute, on Monday.
“Nothing changes dramatically when a motor
way is bLlilt. It is only when it is near to a
vacation spot that it does tend to bring more
visitors to the place.” he said. There was a
danger, however, that the roads feeding into the
motorway would eventually become inadequate.
Mr. DLldeney, who is Resident Engineer
(Bridges) on Cheshire Contract No. I of the new

“We have settled down alright and at last I
hope to get into my house at the end of the week.
I am afraid that here these things take time,
always next week—you have to sit on their
doorstep. The house is in a good area next to
the sea and only ten minutes by car from the
job. Work starts here at 6.30 a.m. to 11.00 am.
and also from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. The temperature
is getting well up now, I IT in the shade and
1 76 in the sun, so out on the site wading through
soft sand for an hour, it is nice to get back in the
office for a break, although it is also about 90
with air conditioning. One values water and
salt here. The site is right by the sea and a good
site for space. I have to try to keep cool and not
talk with my hands as seems to be the custom.
It certainly is an unique place and wonderful
progress has been made in Kuwait but the
standard of driving on the roads is terrible; car
crashes are usual and on the desert roads you see
the cars by the side that have crashed and rolled

over. Hotels are very expensive; the cheapest is
£42 per week and up to £100 per week in the two
new ones. Food is also very dear but plenty of
it; nearly all frozen meat, about 15/— per lb.
Bread is about 3/6 per loaf. Tomatoes 4 for 4/—;
lettuce 2/6 to 3/—, but cigarettes at 20 for 1/—
and Scotch £1 per bottle, gin 12/6. Car insurance
about double the U.K. The trouble is it is too
hot here to drink much Scotch! I have never
drunk so many soft drinks; lemon barley is my
favourite.
The usual illness here is called “Kuwait
Tummy”. It keeps you indoors for at least 2
days but so far I have been fine. I have joined a
Yacht Club which is very nice and somewhere to
relax and swim, althoLigh the water temperature
is now 93. I hear the weather in the U.K. has
not been very good; I hope it improves for the
holiday season. A month ago there was a scare
on here as Kassim said he was going to invade
but nothing happened, but everybody stored
water so much that they turned it off for a time
to keep the level steady. My regards to all at the
office, please.”
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motorway thrcugh South Cheshire, said that
psychologists believed that the advent of motorways would increase industrial productivity
because it would mean that employees would be
able to get away to places of relaxation so much
quicker. “But I don’t know how they measure
that.”
The nine-mile stretch of the M6 through
South Cheshire would cost £6 million, and the
total length of the motorway, between Preston
It
and Birmingham, was about fifty miles.
would be open for the summer traffic of 1963.
The construction of roads like the M6 tended
to be “very messy” during the winter, and there
had been several complaints about the state of
local roads due to this constructional work.
“But having accepted that there is going to be a
motorway here, it must be realised that it is a
large undertaking and, inevitably, you must get
this sort of complaint,” continued Mr. Dudeney.
The meeting, organised by the Chamber, was
open to members of the public. The speaker was
thanked by the chairman, Mr. J. Stainforth.

A Cartoon from the Cheshire Contract
(with the compliments of Sir Lindsay Parkinson & Co. Ltd.)

Shall we tell Mr. Dudeney or shall we keep it
as our little secret?

Gulf Gossip
Extract from letter reed red by R. Moodie frommi
E. J. Simpson, Kuwait.

Blossom, a boat, and
çJrCat arctics
On the bank of a river they flung up triumphant
arches of stone and concrete. They built high.
like the Egyptians; powerfully, like the Romans:
and iesthetically, like the Greeks. What did they
hLlild by the idly-flowing river, where the blossom
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to alter

toivit ‘s status
“It is not likely that the status of Sandbach will
change when the new M6, from Birmingham to
Preston opens for the summer traffic of 1963.”
This is the opinion of a motorway engineer,
Mr. Donald F. Dudeney, who addressed a public
meeting of Sandbach Chamber of Trade and

blooms on a bough and a flat boat rocks gently?
Not a temple. Not a colosseum, but the begin
nings of a motorway bridge.
It will be via this bridge that the BirminghamPreston Motorway—the M6—will vault the Dane
Valley at Cranage. The bridge is not being built
across the river. The river will he diverted to
run beneath it.
Commerce, in the Literary Institute, on Monday.
“Nothing changes dramatically when a motor
way is bLlilt. It is only when it is near to a
vacation spot that it does tend to bring more
visitors to the place.” he said. There was a
danger, however, that the roads feeding into the
motorway would eventually become inadequate.
Mr. DLldeney, who is Resident Engineer
(Bridges) on Cheshire Contract No. I of the new

“We have settled down alright and at last I
hope to get into my house at the end of the week.
I am afraid that here these things take time,
always next week—you have to sit on their
doorstep. The house is in a good area next to
the sea and only ten minutes by car from the
job. Work starts here at 6.30 a.m. to 11.00 am.
and also from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. The temperature
is getting well up now, I IT in the shade and
1 76 in the sun, so out on the site wading through
soft sand for an hour, it is nice to get back in the
office for a break, although it is also about 90
with air conditioning. One values water and
salt here. The site is right by the sea and a good
site for space. I have to try to keep cool and not
talk with my hands as seems to be the custom.
It certainly is an unique place and wonderful
progress has been made in Kuwait but the
standard of driving on the roads is terrible; car
crashes are usual and on the desert roads you see
the cars by the side that have crashed and rolled

over. Hotels are very expensive; the cheapest is
£42 per week and up to £100 per week in the two
new ones. Food is also very dear but plenty of
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Liquid Assets
by W.
last article on financial investment
produced so little comment from my
associates that I can only assume
they were in complete agreement with my views
or lacked the capital to consider any serious
investigations of my suggestions. I trust the
subject of this article will be nearer their hearts,
in more senses than one, concerning itself with
the production of alcoholic beverages.
The prospect of producing a palatable wine,
using simple and easily obtainable apparatus,
costing little more than a similar quantity of milk,
will surely excite the interest of some. If I add
that it is possible to brew a passable beer at a
similar cost I must surely stir the interest of many
more.
Before discussing a few simple recipes, it is
essential for the reader to understand the basic
action which produces wine. Living yeast cells,
under certain physical and chemical conditions,
will consume sugar from a solution, converting
it into many times their own weight of ethyl
alcohol, and produce a relatively large quantity
of carbon dioxide, it is only a question of
achieving the right conditions in order to enslave
the yeast cells for your future alcoholic satisfac
tion.
Let us consider a simple recipe for “Potato
Whisky”—essentially a raisin wine with a flavour
reminiscent of whisky:—
Place 2 lbs. of raisins, 1 pint of wheat, 2 large
potatoes, peeled and sliced, with I sliced lemon
and 4 lbs. of sugar into an earthenware bowl.
Pour over the mixture one gallon of boiling water.
Cover the bowl with a clean cloth and leave
overnight to soak. Next day add one ounce of
yeast (preferably wine yeast, although bakers’
yeast can be used) and stir well. The bowl and
contents should be kept warm and stirred each
day. The mixture will bubble vigorously for a
week or fortnight, after which the action will be
considerably reduced, The solids should then be
strained off and the remaining liquid transferred
to a cloth-covered jar or flask and kept at an
even temperature until the wine clears (approxi
mately three to four months). The wine can then
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be bottled and corked and should be stored for
at least a year before drinking.
The temptation to drink the product of your
efforts before it is mature should be resisted.
Most wines retain a slight flavour of the yeast
used in the fermentation for several months after
the primary fermentation has been completed—
for this reason immature wines can taste much
alike. Drinking home-made wines before they
are ready is one of the reasons why they are not
as much appreciated as they ought to be.
Once the initial effort and self restraint neces
sary to obtain a few bottles of mature home-made
wine has been made you will find it a most
rewarding and fascinating pastime. For myself,
some thirty bottles of various home-made wines
stored in a cupboard under the stairs testify to a
rewarding period of industry on my part some
five or more years ago and give a promise of
pleasure still to come.
So much for obtaining the first gallon of home
made wine. It isn’t difficult and, once bottled,
it seems hard to resist starting a gallon of “some
thing else” whilst waiting for the “Potato
Whisky” to mature. For those so prompted I
have listed the more common fruits and the
ingredients required to make approximately 20
pints of table wine of each. The method to be
used for these fruits is similar to that already
described for “Potato Whisky”. An increase of
the sugar quantities listed in the table by a third,
or half, will produce a light dessert wine or sweet
dessert wine respectively, as required. it will be
noticed from the Table that some fruits require
the addition of citric acid and tannin. These
chemicals are essential for fermentation to take
place and are normally available in sufficient
quantity in the fruit itself but in some cases have
to be added. These deficiencies may be easily
remedied by the addition of lemon juice and
strained tea respectively.
If you become really interested in home-made
wines there are many methods of improving the
quality and certainty of its production but for
the beginner I will restrict myself to four golden
rules
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(I) Always use clean containers and fresh
fruit,
(2) Use a proper wine yeast—bakers’ yeast
tends to flavour the wine,
(3) During the initial fermentation keep the
brew warm, 70—8ffF. if possible.
(4) Keep the fermenting liquor covered by a
cloth, for just as there are sufficient wild
yeast cells floating about, free in the
atmosphere, capable of initiating the fermentation of a sugar solution, so there are
sufficient bacteria which will turn the
alcohol in the wine to vinegar,
Once set up with equipment and bottles, a
whole range of recipes are available. You are
Fruit,
lbs.

FrLlit Variety

Water,
pints

Sugar,
lbs.

Citric Acid,
grains

4.,
344

10

12
8
8i
84
7
8.’
8
14
16
8
I2

15
15
22
22
I1
11
I1

Bilberries
Blackberries
Cherries (sweet)
Cherry (Morello)
Currants, Black
Currants, Red
Currants, White
Elderberry
Figs
Gooseberries
Plums
Raspberries
Rhubarb

not limited to a fruit basis for producing wine as
the flavour is to a large extent lost or transformed
during the fermentation and maturing. It is thus
possible to produce very acceptable wines from
all kinds of fruits, flowers, vegetables and unlikely
substances such as tea, rice and pea-pods. If this
in itself is not sufficient variation, many fruits
lend themselves to the production of a sparkling
wine or cider.
There are seval good publications on home
wine-making which I have listed below, Abso
ILitely everything from wine yeast to bottle labels
can be obtained from W. R. Loftus Limited, of
24, Tottenham Court Road, who specialise in
wine-making apparatus.

10

24
20
15
15
I I

Tannin,
grains

5I10

44
2J
4,
3
4
4

7
7

5
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by Mary Aylett.
by S. M. Tritton.
“Successful Wine Making”
“Home-made wines, syrups and cordials” by the National Federation of Women’s Institutes.
by C. W. Shepherd.
“Wines you can make”
The Farmer’s Weekly Wine-making Book.
“Home-made country wines”

“Country Wines”

*

*

—

The above article on wine making by John
Wallace, and tile additional tips and Inmits on
the next femv pages, follow tile request made ill
the Editors’ Postscript of the last edition for
‘‘Do—it—Yourself’’ ideas which have beeii tiled
and proved. if ive ,‘eceive sufficient material
fur this feature from ,‘eaders it can become a
regular article in PONTIFACT. Please write

to the Editors if you ale interested and feel
that you can make a useful and perhaps novel
contribution,

*

*

*

J’VaIl Tiling

Replacing glazed wall tiles or tiling a new
surface is now child’s play, using the modern
glue, “Uni-Bond”, This glue, when diluted, and
mixed with Alabastine, makes a very good
bonding agent for wall tiles which really holds
them securely in place. Provided the wall is
fairly flat, no special treatment is required apart
from washing down and possible roughening of
the surface if it is very smooth. Using a few
dabs of “Unibond”/”Alabastine” mix on the
back of the tiles, they can be instantly stuck to
the wall, The joints between the tiles should be
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kept open, using either match-sticks or pieces of
cardboard—these packing pieces being removed
as the job progresses and the joints filled with a
suitable filler.
A useful tip for cLitting glazed tiles is to score
them once on the glazed surface with a glass
cutter. Then with the tile on a flat surface, the
scored surface Lippermost, two matches are
placed under the tile on the line of the cut (one
at each end of the line). Holding one side of the
tile down so that the matches cant the tile up, a
little pressure downwards on the other side will
break it neatly on the scored line.
Garage Tip
If you do your own maintenance you will be
interested in Frank Holt’s suggestion for working
under the car. A simple way of constructing a
service pit is to sink an old bath into the floor of
the garage. In a free-draining soil the bath outlet
coLild be left open to drain the pit or, if necessary,
the outlet could be sealed, It would be best to
position the top of the bath a few inches below
the garage floor level so that it can be covered in
with short lengths of timber.
Roof Insulation
In the last few years there has been an increas
ing interest in the possibilities of central heating
for the small home. We are at last getting away
from the mediaeval ideas of warmth—the toasted
front and the freezing back, the ice-cold bedrooms
and the piercing draughts. At last the English
man’s castle is beginning to warm up and the
idea that a Spartan standard of heating is healthy
is beginning to lose favour.
Perverse as it may seem, before deciding what
form of extra heating is required, the heat losses
from a house should first be reduced. This
means, of course, increasing the insulation
properties of a house.
In the majority of houses the easiest way of
reducing the heat losses is to increase the thermal
insulation of the roof. The loss of heat through a
material is measured by its thermal transmittance
or U value—the smaller the U the better the
insulation properties. For the normal type of
pitched roof with tiles on battens and felt the U
value is aboLit 0’45 and this can conveniently be
reduced by the use of easily laid materials to
about 0’ 1—015. When itis realised that between
about a quarter to a sixth of the heat loss from a
house is through the roof the advantages of roof
insulation are obvious.
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There are two distinct types of insulation
which the handyman can use—materials which
depend on trapped air and those which reflect
radiant heat back into the house. Of the
first type there is Mineral Wool or Glass Fibre
in Blanket and loose pellet form (all of which
have U values of about 016 for I-inch thickness
and 0’ 10 for 2-inch thickness), and Vermiculite,
which has a U value of about 021 for I inch
thickness and 0 15 for 2 inch thickness. Of the
second type there is alLiminium foil—a typical
U value for a double-sided felt being about 0’22.
The thickness of the blanket or loose form of
insulation is important but an increase of thick
ness beyond about 2 inches does not increase the
insulation properties of a roof significantly.
The Blanket or loose insulation is spread on
the loft floor between the ceiling joists and the
aluminium felt is usually draped over the joists.
The cost of insLilation depends on the standard of
insulation required but, comparing prices for the
same U values, the mineral wool in pelleted form
is the cheapest, the vermiculite the next cheapest
and the Glass Fibre in blanket form the most
expensive. The foil covered felt costs about the
same as an equivalent thickness of vermicLilite.
The writer has now insulated three lofts, using
different materials. In the first loft a glass fibre
blanket was used; this was very easy to roll out
in between the joists but the fibres tended to stick
to one’s clothes and skin and to cause skin
irritation. In the second loft a pelleted form of
mineral wool was Lised—this was not only irritat
ing to the skin but also to the throat. It was not
so easy to lay because the pellets had to be
teased out and were difficult to spread evenly.
The third loft was insulated using vermiculite:
this proved to be easy to use and there were no
side effects! Undoubtedly the vermiculite type of
insulation proved to be the easiest material to lay.
The cost for this material was about £2 lOs. per
100 square feet of loft space laid to 2 inches thick.
In these three houses the results of the insula
tion are qLiite perceptible in winter, particularly
in the upper rooms.
Some additional thoughts on roof insulation:
Seal gaps around doors and windows before
spending money on insulating a loft.
Make certain the bag or roll of material is not
too big to get through the loft opening—there
will be considerably more work if the insulation
has to be unpacked before it can be lifted into
the loft.
When spreading vermiculite or the pelleted
forms of insulation use a template on the joists
to get the right thickness.
Continued on page 44.
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Horse Sense

No. 4

by John Drake (I-Ion. Turf Accountant)

9he running of the Derby this year took on a
rather unfortunate note when, dLiring the
race at the top of Tattenham Corner several
horses fell, thus taking some of the lustre off the
validity of the race. The jockeys involved in this
tragedy felt that the accident was due to poor
quality of some of the horses in the Derby. We
feel sure that they are right and we are convinced
that some of the runners were taken from- their
regular job on a milk round and started in the
race. The Bookies must have been very pleased,
since one of the horses that fell was the favourite.
The Oaks also produced something of a sensation
when the favoLirite, after looking like an assured
winner, was beaten by a well-fancied French
runner. The judges called for a photograph and
the distance by which the French filly won was
no more than a whisker. The judges spent an
unusually long time in reaching a decision and
we wonder if they had backed the favourite which
they were compelled to place second. The
general opinion was that the favourite (West Side
Story) could have danced-in, but the French filly
showed just a little more “go” at the crucial
moment—Vive Ia France.
As has happened in past years, “Derby
Week” was a scorcher and we ponder to think
whether to coin a phrase, “The sun always shines
on the righteous”, is true. However, in our short
career we have found that the bookmakers in
this country are very fair, and they do subscribe
(with the public’s money) to two or three worthy
causes such as the prohibition of gambling under
the age of 5, the encouragement and development
of betting shops spaced not less than 100 yards
apart and, to name one other, the introduction of
the “5/—” Bookmakers, who are those who do
not accept bets of under 5/—. These are the cream
of the “Bookies”, the type who have a chauffeurdriven Bentley Continental, walk round with a
cigar in each pocket, are grossly overweight, and

Illustration by I-Iazel Alderson
make 2 x 2 = 3?,-. This type of Bookie drives a
hard bargain; in fact, he even has a licence to
drive a hard bargain. It would not surprise us
if he had a crocodile in his money-bag who
snaps at his fingers every time he puts his hand
in to pay out a punter who has backed a winner.
We feel sure that in the horse-racing world
there is more “fiddling” going on amongst the
jockeys and trainers rather than the Bookies.
Only recently there have been 3 jockeys and one
trainer suspended for “fixing” races. So what
chance have we got, “friends”, when we have
phoney jockeys, crooked trainers and tight-fisted
bookmakers. One thing we can be sure of is
that the horse is innocent and will run a fair race
providing it is trained by a saint, ridden by a
saint and backed by a sinner. We don’t think
there are enough saints to go round so the only
advice we can give to add to the confusion that
you are in after reading this, is to use a pin and
rely on luck. This pin system has worked very
well for a member of the staff and only came
unstuck when more members of the staff tried
to jump on the bandwagon. After this episode
the sharp end of the pin was felt rather painfully,
the point here being that pins and needles very
often prick our conscience. So if you are pinheaded enough to try and use someone else’s
luck for your own benefit, please remember
We hope that we
Maui suit qui mat y pense.
haven’t touched any sore points with our readers.
Recently a member of the staff who indulges in
backing horses had an unusually large sum of
Continued on page 44.
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not accept bets of under 5/—. These are the cream
of the “Bookies”, the type who have a chauffeurdriven Bentley Continental, walk round with a
cigar in each pocket, are grossly overweight, and

Illustration by I-Iazel Alderson
make 2 x 2 = 3?,-. This type of Bookie drives a
hard bargain; in fact, he even has a licence to
drive a hard bargain. It would not surprise us
if he had a crocodile in his money-bag who
snaps at his fingers every time he puts his hand
in to pay out a punter who has backed a winner.
We feel sure that in the horse-racing world
there is more “fiddling” going on amongst the
jockeys and trainers rather than the Bookies.
Only recently there have been 3 jockeys and one
trainer suspended for “fixing” races. So what
chance have we got, “friends”, when we have
phoney jockeys, crooked trainers and tight-fisted
bookmakers. One thing we can be sure of is
that the horse is innocent and will run a fair race
providing it is trained by a saint, ridden by a
saint and backed by a sinner. We don’t think
there are enough saints to go round so the only
advice we can give to add to the confusion that
you are in after reading this, is to use a pin and
rely on luck. This pin system has worked very
well for a member of the staff and only came
unstuck when more members of the staff tried
to jump on the bandwagon. After this episode
the sharp end of the pin was felt rather painfully,
the point here being that pins and needles very
often prick our conscience. So if you are pinheaded enough to try and use someone else’s
luck for your own benefit, please remember
We hope that we
Maui suit qui mat y pense.
haven’t touched any sore points with our readers.
Recently a member of the staff who indulges in
backing horses had an unusually large sum of
Continued on page 44.
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D. Vulliamy, Resident Engineer at
R.U.17 site, Moorfields, for one month
while on leave from Hong Kong.
J. D. P. Hall, Resident Engineer, also at the
above site, and taking over from P. D.
Vulliamy.
E. J. Simpson, Resident Engineer at the
Kuwait Hospital for Chest Diseases.
P.

Staff news
The firm’s achievements were widened even
further quite recently. We cannot compete with
the more famous sponsors of Beauty Competi
tions but, nevertheless, we proudly present our
own Beauty Queen, Miss Jeanne Becket, who won
a Beauty Contest at Pontins Holiday Camp.
Weston-super-Mare.

Ij

By C,)Urlesy of PoitOus, W’ctonc;p.Mar.

Miss PONtifact

*

We offer our congratulations to Michael
Kennedy on his engagement to Miss Christine
Daly; to Tom Baxter on his engagement to Miss
Sue Selby; and to Mr. Lloyd Goad on his
engagement to Teresa Rawling. To Christine,
SLIe and Teresa our felicitations.
*

*

*

R. W. R. Spence and B. G. Simmonds were
married recentl’ and we send our best wishes to
them and their brides. Also we have heard of
the marriages of N. 0. Popoola and M. M.
Ofokansi, late of the firm, and now working for
the Nigerian Government; to them and their
brides also, our best wishes.

We welcome the following who have recently
joined the firm:—
Miss J. E. McCoy to the General Office.
J. H. Redston, as a chauffeur.
K. J. Shakespeare and M. J. Chapman, to
W. F. Grainger’s Section.
J. M. Neaser, to R. P. Whiting’s Section.
K. L. Weir, to D. E. Thorp’s Section. Also to
this Section as temporary staff, Messrs.
A. N. Bhatia and N. P. Achariya from
Develco Limited.
J. A. Day and M. K. Morgan, to J. E. Taylor’s
Section. Also to this Section as temporary
stafi Messrs. N. D. Bose, G. N. Pendse and
W. Simpson from Develco Limited.
S. F. Fenner, to B. A. Walker’s Section.
J. H. Loh, to J. Cassell’s Section.
Lee Chok Hung, previously employed in the
Hong Kong Office, has travelled to England
on an F.B.I. scholarship, rejoined the firm in
London and is now in B. A. Walker’s
Section.
J. W. Swift has recently returned to the firm
from site and is now with R. P. Whiting’s
Section.
C. A. Giller is now with D. E. Thorp’s Section
after a year of Postgraduate Study at
Imperial College.
*
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*

*

*

Our congratulations to the following on the
birth of their children:—
On 15th June, 1962, to Mr. and Mrs. G. M. J.
Williams, a daughter—Elizabeth Ann.
On 12th April, 1962, to Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Measor, a son—Paul David.
On 25th July, 1962, to Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Hopkins, a daughter—Philippa Mary.
Also congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
Cullen, Mr. and Mrs. M. Watson, and Mr.
and Mrs. D. F. Lyon, on the birth of their
children.
*

*

*

Lastly, may we welcome one other newcomer,
the 3/- LUNCHEON VOUCHER. Our thanks
to the Partners for providing them.

*

We send our best wishes for the following site
appointments:—
Cheshire Contract No. 1
W. M. Hopkins takes over from N. L.
Beaton, who is returning to London
Office shortly, as Assistant Resident
Engineer,
M. R. Ditchburn, Senior Assistant Resident
Engineer.
C/Irs/lire Contract No. 2
A. J. Kendall, Inspector of Works.
B. E. Palmer, Assistant under Agreement,
for six weeks prior to joining London
Office.

NIGIA NEWSLETTER—continued f,ooi page 31.
Cavanagh, albeit temporarily, to the secretarial
posts on our staff. It was a choice between
shorthand and figures and we were never very
much good at dictation.
Gordon and Peggy Wilson are battling on at
Afam and we understand that Tony Dobson is
leaving shortly to take up another appointment.
Myer Daniels and wife left towards the end of
May and we believe they are moving westwards,
rather like the transformer plinths at Ijora B.
Finally, we must include a reference to a

goodly portion of the London Firm as they
appear to be doing more of our work than we
are. Our thanks to Partners Messrs. Grace,
Hawkey and Measor and to staff Messrs. Whiting,
McDermott, Sutton, etc., for the assistance they
are giving us with Kaduna Water Supply and
Wuya Bridge Schemes. We wonder, had the
steel design been accepted for the Wuya Bridge
instead of the concrete, would those fish-bellied
beams have turned turtle.
C. M. J.
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Measor’s Mashie
Written and illustrated by Charles Scale
Maybe golf is catching; maybe the Editors of
how to dispose of their
erstwhile embryo Golfing Reporter. Be that as
it may, he found himself once again on the green.
That he was in league with the rabbits in order to
put the top men off their stroke is a rumour he
denies emphatically.
The locale of the second Measor’s Mashie
Tournament was again the R.A.C. Country Club
at Epsom, and it was held on 11th July. The
weather this year was not quite so good and
some light rain fell before the afternoon was out.
Thirteen souls participated in the game, one or
two fewer than expected, Messrs. Measor, Meff
and Henry having to cancel at the last minute.
However, we were all pleased to see Mr. and Mrs.
Measor, Mr. and Mrs. Hawkey and Mr. and Mrs.
Meff later on in the Club.
Play began at 2 p.m. with the leaders starting
at the 1st tee and the rabbits starting at the 10th.
Of the latter, C. M. Guilford managed the caurse
without too undistinguished a score. This he
PONTIFACT knew not

achieved without possessing a single club
either he threw the ball or else he borrowed from
F. J. Parker and Co. Morris Hopkins con
tinues his annual consumption of one club per
round. This year, however, he still retains the
shaft; the head was last seen half-way through
the dinner en route to the head of the table.
Mr. Grace was in good form, although when
he ‘phoned the Golf Secretary earlier, asking to
tee-off last, he was not too optimistic of his
chances that afternoon. He felt that while he
might hit the ball a long way, he would have no
control over its direction. He then proceeded to

burn up the course and take first place with a
wide margin over his closest pursuers, Steve
Armitage and Arthur Dixon, who both found the
greens difficult.
The dinner in the Club afterwards rounded off
a most pleasant day and it is hoped that in due
course Mr. Measor will award the Mashie to
Mr. Grace and present the other prizes of golf
balls to the runners-up.

1962 Competition Results

Gross

Combined

Handicap

Score

Points

H. Grace
S. M. Armitage
A. H. Dixon
R. C. Hedges
A. Moncreiff
F. Simpson
A. T. Pollock
B. J. Tucker
C. M. Guilford
W. M. Hopkins

18
10
3
18
24
24
16
24
24
24

89
85
82
98
102
104
101
125
136
135

36
31
30
29
29
27
23
15
12
10

F. J. Parker
J. G. Berry
J. Sims

24
24
24

132
140
153

9
9
8

Score at
Holes8& 17
6+4= 10—First
4+3=7 —Second
4 +3=7 —Best gross
6+3—9
6+4= 10
6+3-=9
5+3=8
5+4=9
10+5=15
11 +6— 17—Wins highest
Score at
Hidden Holes
8+3—11
8+5=13
8+4= 12—Last

Non-starters through injury: E. 0. Measor, J. K. M. Henry, R. F. Meff.
Morris Hopkins

41
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The last match of the season against Long
Ditton C.C. 2nd Xl was also drawn, in fact a
tie, both sides scoring exactly 82. We should
have won this match but here the blame must fall
largely upon the opening batsmen who, with
their slow, defensive prods, gave the appearance
of the commencement of a five-day test match.
R. F.

Lawn Tennis
At the time of writing, the activities of the
tennis season are almost over. The usual office
competitions, the inter-section and knock-out
doubles, have reached the final stages and by the
time PONTIFACT is in the hands of our newshungry staff will have been played off.
By way of innovation this year, a mixed doubles
handicap tournament was played at the Costains
sports ground. An entry of eleven pairs was
received for this event and after a hot, dusty
July day’s tennis, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Parker
came through as comfortable winners. William
Somerville and Miss Mary Westhead were second
and Brian Yates and Miss Mary Willett came
third.
Our record in matches against other firms has
once again this year been an indifferent one. To
our list of traditional opponents was added this
season Rendel, Palmer & Tritton, with whom,
unfortunately, it was not possible to arrange a
return match. We look forward to being able to
return their hospitality next year.
A. T. POLLOCK

Cricket
This year has seen one of the most successful
seasons the firm have enjoyed in the sphere of
cricket. Even in this poor climate, the weather
was kind to us and did not affect a single match,
although in one or two games the low clouds
towards late evening made the pitch so dark that
floodlights would have proved most useful. In
fact, in our last match no one would have been
surprised ifiim Taylor and Ron Hedges had gone
to the wicket with bat in one hand and a candle
in the other.
Our opening match of the season was at Long
Ditton against Binnie & Partners, and here we
avenged last year’s defeat by beating Binnie’s by
4 wickets.
In our second match against Preece, Cardew &
Rider, Jim Taylor (who was captaining the team
in Ron Hedges’ absence) took R. W. V. Robins’

request for brighter cricket to heart with a brisk
54 runs in 28 minutes, and the whole side
amassed a total of 150 for 6 in 65 minutes. Not
to be outdone Preece, Cardew & Rider did their
best to keep the scoring rate high and they
managed to reach 137—6 in 65 minutes but,
unfortunately, this was not fast enough to save
them from defeat.
The next two games saw our only defeats of the
season and these were at the hands of Sir
Alexander Gibb & Partners and Richard Costain.
After this setback we were determined to win our
next match against R. Travers Morgan, especially
as they had beaten us the year before. With
S. & W., K. & P. all out for 88, things looked very
black but a fantastic spell of bowling by Lloyd
Hue, who took 6 wickets for only 10 runs in 9
overs helped us to our third win. The following
week saw the eagerly awaited President’s match.
This year a U.K. XI captained by Mr. Measor
took on the Overseas Xl captained by Mr. Meff.
The U.K. Xl set the Overseas XI a very difficult
task of chasing a total of 203 runs and although
the Overseas Xl made a very gallant effort in
reaching 182—6, they had to be content with a
draw due to shortage of time.
Our next match was against the Nyasaland
Leopards, who were captained this year by Mr.
Grace. Whereas in all the other matches the
Sports Club endeavour to give all those who wish
to play a game of cricket, for the Leopards match
the team is always selected on merit in order that
we field our strongest side for this important
annual fixture.
This year, as is their now accustomed practice,
the Leopards gave our boys a running around
and reached a total of 254 for 6 in 143 minutes.
S. & W., K. & P. made a disastrous start by
having three men back in the Pavilion with only
13 runs on the board, one of them being Don
Mattocks with a badly bruised thumb, but after
some first aid Don plLickily returned to the crease
to make 40 very much needed runs. This, and a
sixth wicket partnership of 73 between Mike
Kennedy and Roger Mattingley helped to draw
the match.

v. Richard Costains.
Costains 142—9 dec. (Baxter 3 (‘or 28).
S. & W., K. & P. 128 (Mattingley 37, Carter 27,
Mattocks 23). Lost by 14 runs.
v. R. Travers Morgan.
R.T.M. 61 (Hue 6 for 10).
S. & W., K. & P. 88 (Hue 26, Guilftrd 15, Drake
10 n.o.). Won by 27 runs.

READY

Results
v. Binnie & Partners.
Bionics 75 (L. Hue 5 for 28) (R. Mattingley 2
for 9).
S. & W., K. & P. 81 for 6 (Wright 22, Hue 14,
Mattingley 14 n.o.). Won by 4 wickets.

Presidents Match:
U.K. Xl 203 for 4 dec. (Mattocks 82 n.o.,
Britnell 40 n.o., Heath 2 for 53).
Overseas Xl 182—6 (Hedges 76 n.o., Guilford
50. Mattingley 2 for 80, Taylor 2 for 59).
Match drawn.

v. Preece, Cardew & Rider.
P.C.R. 136 for 6 (Baxter 2 for 29).
S. & W., K. & P. 150 for 6 (Taylor 54, Hue 30,
Mattocks 23 n.o.). Won by 14 runs.

v. Nyasaland Leopards.
Leopards 254—6 (Hue 3 for 43).
S. & W., K. & P. 176—7 (Mattingley 61, Mattocks
40, Kennedy 29). Match drawn.

v. Sir Alexander Gibbs.
Gibbs 126 for 5 (Baxter 4 for 40).
S. & W., K. & P. 93 (Hue 31, Carter II, Baxter
II). Lost by 37 runs.

v. Long Ditton 2nd XI.
Long Ditton 82 (Hue 5 for 29).
S. & W., K. & P. 82 (Moncrieff 26 n.o., Britnell
17). Match drawn.

BATTING AVERAGES
(Qualification—3 innings or more)

R. Hedges
K. D. S. Mattocks
R. Mattingley
M. Guilford
J. F. Taylor
L. Hue
M. J. Kennedy

Innings

Highest
Score

No. of
n.o.

Runs

Average

3
8
5
4
5
6
3

76 n.o.
82 n.o.
61
50
54
31
29

I
3
1

84
197
131
76
93
109
51

4200
3940
3275
I900
1860
1817
1700

—

—

BOWLING AVERAGES
(Qualification—I 0 overs or more)

L. Hue
R. Mattingley
T. Baxter
J. E. Taylor
R. Hedges
K. D. S. Mattocks

Overs

Maidens

Runs

Wks.

Average

50
56
496
14
181
20

4
7
3
0
I
0

203
179
238
89
115
139

21
9
10
3
3
3

966
1988
2380
2966
3833
4633

Most catches for the season—T. Baxter—7
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READY

Results
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BATTING AVERAGES
(Qualification—3 innings or more)

R. Hedges
K. D. S. Mattocks
R. Mattingley
M. Guilford
J. F. Taylor
L. Hue
M. J. Kennedy

Innings

Highest
Score

No. of
n.o.

Runs

Average

3
8
5
4
5
6
3

76 n.o.
82 n.o.
61
50
54
31
29

I
3
1

84
197
131
76
93
109
51

4200
3940
3275
I900
1860
1817
1700

—

—

BOWLING AVERAGES
(Qualification—I 0 overs or more)
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R. Mattingley
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K. D. S. Mattocks
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Wks.

Average
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496
14
181
20

4
7
3
0
I
0

203
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238
89
115
139

21
9
10
3
3
3

966
1988
2380
2966
3833
4633

Most catches for the season—T. Baxter—7
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HORSE SENSE—continued from page 37.

An account of the Measor’s Mashie is given
elsewhere in this issue.
Match v. Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners.
On Tuesday, 7th August, a team from the firm
were entertained by Sir Alexander Gibb &
Partners at Tyrells Wood Golf CILLb, near
Leatherhead. Following two days’ almost con
tinuous rain, the weather relented just after the
start of the match and the sun shone for most of
the evening. This fact greatly added to the
enjoyment of playing the course with its lush
greens and tree-lined fairways rolling ou* over the
North Downs.
In the first match Mr. Measor and Steve
Armitage defeated their opponents way out in
the country by 6 and 5. Following them, Mr.
Grace and Arthur Dixon, finding themselves
five down after the first five holes, checked the
onslaught with a birdie for a half at the sixth
and then fought back to finish the match on the
eighteenth green one tip. Finally Mr. Meff and
Frank Simpson, after various excursions into the
trees by both sides, turned on the heat and won
their match by 4 and 2.
This enjoyable fixture, which we hope has now
become an annual event, finished with beer and
sandwiches in the club-house.
S. M. ARMITAGE

money going on to a horse in a double. Unfor
tunately the horse lost and this particular person’s
visions of premature retirement were shot down
in flames. We hear that other members of his
section were also counting their chickens and
were thoroughly disheartened when all they
received were “blue words” instead of the
customary “eats”.
To round off this travesty of literature, we shall
give the winners of the Derby and the Oaks
Sweepstakes.

Our oflice in Maiduguri situated behind the trees.

1st Larksptir
2nd Arcor
3rd Le Cantilien

Derby
Mrs. Hagan
Yvonne Harsum
Oili Heikellia

1st Monade
2nd West Side Story
3rd Tender Annie

Oaks
G. W. Walker
Miss Collinson
R. F. Ready

To the Editors of PONTIFACT:

I

Sirs,
I feel that the paragraph headed, Presidential
“Election” in “London Year by Year” of the
Easter

Number

cannot

be

allowed

to

pass

without comment.
As I recall the incident, the “said Tennis
Secretary” came into my room (at a most incon
venient time) and asked if he could have some
notepaper printed for use of the Sports Club.
No mention was made of having a President and
as for the “manuscript being laid in front of the
President-elect”, it remained in the hand of the
“said Tennis Secretary” pressed face inwards
against his chest!
However, it worked.
President.
*

Sirs,
The letter from your correspondent appearing
in the Easter issue on the subject of the Firm’s
future offices, coupled with recent press reports
of plans for the complete rebuilding of the whole
of our side of Victoria Street, will undoubtedly
have increased everyone’s interest in this subject.
Mr. Guilford has referred to what is un
doubtedly a 64-dollar question—or should we
speak in terms of millions when considering the
commodity handled by the Cottons, Clores and
Samuels of this world?

Don’t forget the water pipes and water tanks in
the loft— they will need to be well—lagged once the
loft is insulated.
Don’t believe the advertisements describing the
amount of money you will save on heating—you
will spend the same money on fuel but at least
you will be warmer.
K.W.1.

Two things are obvious: one that our present
offices cannot be our home for ever, and the
other is that alternatives exist outside the City of
Westminster. Both these points have been recog
nised by the Partners for some years past, but
during recent months added attention has been
and still is being given to the whole question.

I

unlikely to try and negotiate our earlier departure
from 1965 onwards to 1967, but if they did we
have the final say. Nevertheless, the possibility
of an earlier move, if a good proposition pre
sented itself, might arise if it suited us.
The Partners are fully aware of the desirability
of plenty of warning if it were to be decided to
move out of Westminster, the effect on staff
being a major consideration; and if any staff
members care to give their views they will be
welcomed and will be looked at along with all
the other factors in due course.
To sum Lip, no decision has yet been reached
and much more data is needed before even
suggesting the probable outcome.
Yours faithftilly,

September, 1962.

Obviously I am not going to forecast what the
outcome will be—it is a matter of some com
plexity and bedevilled by a variety of vital
“unknowns”. Our main leases here have still
some five years to run and the Landlords (Crown
Lands Commissioners since June, 1961, when
they took over from Bartlett Trust Ltd.) are

ROBERT

M000iE

*

*

To the Editors of PONTIFACT:

DO-IT-YOURS EL F—continued /ioni page 36.

Reported by R. V. H. from Africa.

45

Post bag

*

TRANSLATION FROM AN ANCIENT
H[GI-IERGLYPHIC
Pytagortas was different from his contem
poraries in that he possessed an enquiring mind.
One day he decided on a triple wedding and
furnished his three wigwams with the skins of
buffalo, rhinoceros and hippopotami respectively.
In the fullness of time his wives presented him in
turn with a baby boy, a baby girl and twins. He
made the conclusion, therefore, that the squaw
on the hippopotamus was equal to the sum of
the squaws on the other two hides.
My, what a thirsty place it must be

1962

MICHAELMAS

6

To tile Editors of PONTIFACT:
Sirs,
Who is
Yours faithfully,

j

August, 1962.

Editors’ Note: The identity of
the contents page of the
last issue of PONTIFACT.

is given in

Who is

*

*

*

To the Editors of PONTIFACT:
Sirs,
PONTIFACT No. 5 arrived today and is my face
red. You could knock me down with a “camel
stick”.
Is it all done by mirrors? Please thank those
concerned for their forbearance and photograph,
showing the wonderful change in a few years,
especially those trees!!
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When I was in Kuwait, it was just one big works
camp outside the town walls, and the locusts,
which arrived twice in the year, had only the odd
orange peel to feed on; in fact, they provided the
local Arabs with additional diet, tasted like
shrimps, I was told. The locusts must now think
that the Garden of Eden has returned to its
reputed original site.
As one of the 1950’s pioneers I can only shake
my head in wonderment.
I was very interested in the photograph of the
Lung Cheung Road, a fine piece of work, but

PONTIFACT

MJCHAELMAS

No.

then that was to be expected, conceived and
executed by the Firm. Doesnt seem possible
that just near there, the road was washed away,
in 1957, I think, and the RE’s had to put a
temporary Bailey Bridge across the gap.
Needless to say, I was delighted to receive my
PONTIFACT; it certainly brings people and places
“home” to us expats and creates a very satis
factory pride in the “House” of Scott & Wilson,
Kirkpatrick & Partners.
Yours faithfully,
C. G. COTTRELL
May, 1962.

As observant readers of Staff News will have
noticed, Morris Hopkins, is taking a site appoint
ment on Cheshire Contract No. 1. Morris has
been the most active member of the Editorial
Board since the first edition was envisaged, but
unfortunately has had to withdraw from the
Board whilst he is on site. We are very sorry to
lose Morris, who has written more articles for
PONTIFACT than anyone else and has encouraged
many a diffident writer to make a contribution.
We can only hope that without the burden of an
Editor’s work he will become a most useful
freelance reporter.
We send Morris and his family our best wishes
for their stay in Cheshire.

Competitions page

Photographic Comp2tition
In the Easter Edition of PONTIFACT we
announced that this competition woLild only be
for colour slides but we have now decided that
black-and-white photographs will also be in
cluded. Competitors are invited to submit as
many entries as they wish and the Partners have
kindly offered a prize of a 20/— book token for
the winning entry in each of the following
classes :—
Class A.
35mm colour slides
Subject Unrestricted
Class B.
Half Plate Black and
Subject Unrestricted
White print.
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Editors’ postscript

.,

Brain Teaser V
Two solutions, both correct, were received to
this problem and the prize of a 15/— book token
goes to John Drake, whose entry was the first to
be opened.

1962

We welcome John Measor who is taking
Morris Hopkins’ place on the Board.
*

*

*

We are sure that readers will join us in con
gratulating Mr. R. W. Hawkey on his election to
the position of Chairman of the Association of
Consulting Engineers for this their 50th Anni
versary Year. We also wish to congratulate
Mr. F. M. Bowen on his election to the post
of Senior Vice-President of the Institution of
Structural Engineers.
*

*

*

The next edition of PONTIFACT will be pub
lished at Christmas and we would like all copy in
by the middle of November.

All entries (to be marked with the name of the
photographer and given a suitable caption) are
to be submitted to the Editors by the 19th Novem
ber, 1962.
The success of last summer’s competition
encourages the Editors to hope that a large
number of entries will be received. It is intended
that an exhibition of the slides and photographs
received for the competition will be organised in
December.

The last Brain Teaser was probably the
easiest problem so far set on the competitions
page and yet there were on/v two entries.
Because of 1/us lack of interest the Editors
.1cc! that it is ti/ne to discontinue this feature.
co,,,petitio,is which have received support iii
previous editions, i.e., crossword compilation
and photographic collipetitions, itt/I continue
to be pub/is/ted.

I

Editorial Board

R. 14. Wood

K. W. Innes

Mary Willett

13. Maltby

J. 0. Measor
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